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NOTES TO THE STUDENT -

The materials for this Course by Newspaper
consist of a series of fifteen weekly newspaper
articles,' which may be thought of as "lec--
tures" by a distinguished faculty; a Reader or
anthology Of articles that supplement the
newspaper articles; and this Study Guide,
which is intended to integrate the themes of
the newspaper al,ticles and the articles of the
Reader: A series of audio cassettes, related
directly to the newspaper articles, is also
available as a supplementary learning aid. For
those students who are pursuing As course
largely through independent study, the Study
Guidd serves in some ways as a substitute-for
class discussions. s

The course has been arranged into six major
sections with corresponding divisions in the
Reader and Study guide. A complete course
outline appears on page x.

The Study Guide is designed to facilitate
the learningprocess for participants in this
Course by Newspaper. It is meant as a guide'
to, not a substitute for, a critical reading and
evaluation of the course materials. '

Each section of the Study Guide begins
with a list of the newspaper article's and the
appropriate supplementary selectioniS in the

!!!`* Reader. This is followed by learning objectives
for the sectionk-some of the basic understand-

,' ings of the issues,that those who designed the
1, course hope you will develop. The overview

for each section is designed to,provide the
'connecting links between articles, emphasii-

ing similarities and differences among the var-
iouS approaches., to common problems. Key

viii

concepts and definitions highlight some of the
major ideas and terms presented in the sec-
tion, and factual questions will enable you to
test your oWn knowledge of the materials. The
discussion questions are designed to test your
ability to use the facts in a discussion, as well
as to' serve as a review and a stimulus to
further thought about the topics. Finally, each
section .contains a brief bibliography of addi:
tionat books or articles, designed to supple-
ment the bibliographies in the -Reader for
tlise students wishing to investigate the
topics in greater depth. -

Although each student will discover for
himself or herself how best to use the 'course
materials, we would suggest the following
approach:

1. Read the newspaper article each we ek; clip
it and carefully save it for future study and
review.

2. Glanc over the learning objectives, over-
view, and key concepts in the correspond-
ing section of the Stuely Guide. These will
call attention to some of the more impor-
tant points in the newspaper and Reader
articles and will help to focus your reading.

3. Read the appropriate, selections in the
Reader.

4. Reread the key 'concepts and overview
more thoroughly this time.

5. Proceed to the factual questions, rereading
the articles as necessary to answer them,



,

6. Consider the essay and discussion ques-
tions. Sluggested guidelines to answers are
provided with each question, although
there is, of course, no single "correct"
answer.

7. Turn back to the learning objectives. Have
you met,these goals?

ro

8. Check the bibliographies in the Reader and
Study Guide for suggestions of further

on topics of interest..

.The Pkoblems raisedin the course materials
are comfilex. Many of them have perplexed
the 'civiliied world for thousands of year.
Obviously, we cannot come up with simpl
solutions to these problems. Rather, we have
tried to illuminate their complexityap,d stimu-
late your Ovirn critical thinking about crime and
justice in America.

,

'

,
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OUTLINE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA

\ .. . .
. Section One: Understanding Crime

. - 1. Criine:No SimpleSolutions
Jerome H.Skolnick, Director, Center for 'ffe Study of Law and Society, University of
California, Berkeley 1

-

Section Two: Institutionailized Crime ly

2. White-Collar Crime
Gilbert Geis, Professor of Social Eiplogy, University of California,'Irvine

3, Organized Crime .

Francis A. J, Ianni, Professor and Director, Horace _Mann-Lincbln Institute, Teacherls
College, Columbia University

SeCtion'Three: Street Crime
, -

. 4. Urban Crime
.

Javes'F. Short Jr.; Professor of Sociology, Wishington State University
..-

I 5. Sex and Crime .
Lois DeFieur Nelson, Professor of Sociology, Washington State University; Xisiting
Professor, U.S. Air Force A/cademy

- 6. ]face and Crime ?OP

Alphonso.Pinkney,Professor of Sociology, Hunter College, City University of New York,

' Section Fourre-riminal Law
7. The philosophy of Grin-anal Law .

_

Gertrude Ezorsky, Professor of Philosophy, B.
_

rooklyn College, City University of New Ydrk

. T,he Limits of Criminal Law: NonvictiMICrimes . .
John Kaplan, Jason Eli Reynolds Professor of L'awStanforci University

9. CiviLLibertieand Criminal Law ,A,
,

1 ),
.,.

Judge Damon J. Keith, Federal District Csurt, Eastern Division of Michigan
0.1 :---c.....

t - -

Section Five: The Aslininistration of Criminal Justice-
10. Police: Law'EnfOrcement ina Free Sciciety .

.
..

Jerome H. Skolnick
.

11. Pretrial Detention: Bail or Jail ."' -; '- s:
.1,

. Caleb Foote, 'tofessTri-of,Law, University,of aliforni'd,''Berkeley
::7-2 : i ..4%, :: . . ''..'

.
.
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12. Plea Bargaining and Senteacing
Alan M. Dershowitz, Proffssor of Lafv, Harvard'University

Section Six: Punishment
13. Punishment: A Historical Perspective

David J. Rothman, Professor of History, Columbia University .

14. The Prison Community
John Irwin, Asssmate Professor of Sociology, San Francisco State University, and ex-im*n to

1..15. The Future of purnshment I '
Sheldon L. MOssaiger, Professor and former Deari, School of CrViiiiology, University of
California,.Ber)ce14 , i ,
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLE READER SELECTIONS

T. Crime: No Simple Solutions The Many Faces of Crime
. 0 Ramsey Clark

.-. . .,

.. Lock 'Em Up
ilk

Times Q. Wilson
-..b

.1

. A
Are A4cn:4 Jails the Answer?
Jefomet Skolnick

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

. To become acquainted with the range and extent of criminal behavior
t . * *

To gaininsighTinto the complexity of crime:in America,
4

.

ToNunderstind the relationship between crime and irmious%ocial, e
conditto-Ili' , .

-..*

To iunders tandthe relationship between the various types of crim al activity ". .. k * -
%

litical, and economic

v..-

To understand sometol the rOcentattempts to combat Grime

To gain an applktion of the difficulfVf devising viable solutio g to the crime pfoblem

A

OVERVIEW.
4

. . ..s1 eit,',/.\
This section is tlesignqd to acquaint the

reader With-a variety of issues and concerts
basic to the understanding of crime A3d erimi-

e nal justice in 'Americ4 The topics. covered `
include: the nature and extent of criminally

1vior; the role of.the Criminal law in modern.
society; the administration of.criMinal justice,i
the punishment of law violators; and the'rela-
tionship between crtite and larger social, po-
litical, and economic phenomena. Since all of
these topics will be analyzed in greater depth
in the subsequent sections, this section also
serves as an in.troductibn to the rest of the
Reader. .

-

he newspaper article by Jeromf R. Skol-
,nick covers a broidrange of issues central to
the study of crime and justice. One point
stressed by Skolnick is the complexify,of crime
in America. Criminal behavior is exhibited by
people in all social classes fOi a wide variety of
reasons. Perhaps the most sobering fact to the
,average American is that despite the federal
government's. Increased financial stipliort to
co bat crime in the early 1970s, *the crime rate
contirfued to rise rapidly. No matter what
%method is used to fight crime, nothing seems
to work very well.

The political nature of crime is also empha-
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sized in 'Skolnick's article. First, he ,defines
crime in political terms; contending that it is
behavior that legislatures have prostribed by
laW, the violati9n of which may invokecrimi-
nal Punishment. FOrthermare, political clout
can create or modify our definitions of crime...
'ressure groups are not only instrumental in
shaping the content of the criminal law, they
can also influence social conceptions of devi-
ant behaVior..

Skolnick also addresges the quegtioriofpos-t
sible solutions to the crime problem. He nofes

-that some people advocate sending more crim-
inals to prison for longer periods" of time.
Though this may sound like A simple and
attractive solutipn,Skolnick gives several rea-
sons why it ivotirdqiot work.

Throughout Sk6 'nick's article the difficulty
in devising simple solutions td the crime prob-
lem is emphasized' with the cultural contra-
dictions, in 'American society receiving mu'cli.
Of-the-151a.mejle sdggesth that there is, a basic
conflict between a society that wants to elimi-
nate _crime through aggressive police work
and severe penalties, and a democratic society
that values freedom ,and civil rights for its
citizens.

The themes of Skolnick's newspaper article
are `expanded upon in the Reader selections.,
Ramsey Clark, aformer United States attor-
ney general, describes "The Many Faces of
"Crime," providing tin overview Of the scope of
chi America today. Not only does con:.
ye onal cram ("street crime") haunt us, but

.

, politic4 coiyorate, and police crirrie, also af-
fect the quality of our lives.',Criniinal behavior,
it seems, is almost as varied as human be-
havior, making it difficult; indeed, to devise
single explanition for all of4ityriapestations.,
Furthermore, Clark statese,44 is often a
close, interdependent relationsAip between
the different typeg of .crime, for exarrfrl'e, be
tween organized crime and street:crime.

To control crime, Claik maintains that we
will have to deal with all types of crime, not
just street crime. The basic solution proposed
.by Clark is pc:01/97/1k. Problems of poor hous:
ing, inadequate heaVh care, irrelevant ednca-
tiQn, and insuffifient jobs will hale to be erad-
icated before we can expect the crime rate to
decrease. In addition, Clark argues, we
should simplify and update ours criminal
codesohus he emphasizes, as does Skolnick,
the changing nature of the definition of crime.

In his article "Lock 'Em Up," James Q.,
Wilson focuses On the state of conventional
crime rather than on the total crime picture.
He observes that social programs such as
those adv6Cated by Clark, while worthy objec-
tives in their own right, have failed to reduce
the crime rate. changes in objective economic
or6lemographic conditions alone cannot solve
the crime problem because they do not take
into account the underlying changes in our
value-arid our moM1 struCtiire-that are partly
responsible for rising crime rates. Wilson also
regards the promise of rehabilitation through
imprisonment as a hopelesS prospect. Rather
than try to understand and cure the causes of
crime, he contends that we should aim for a:
more modesttiefinitipn of successa reason-
able reduction in the crime rate.

Wilson is probably the most distinguished
of those criminologists whom. Skolnick refers
to in his newspaper article as advocating a
"seemingly simple and therefore attractive
solution" to the crime problem. He Would.
achieve a reductidn in crime rite by locking up
More criminals, though not necessarily for
longef periods of time. His iecommendation is
based on several assumptions about the lia;
ture of street crime: First, he asserts that street
crime is committed primarily by young Offen-
ders;,second, that most such crime is commit'
ted by repeat offenders (recidivists); and,

:' finally, that a relatively large Fiercentage,Of
.4(
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crime in this country is-committed by. a rela-
tively small number of individuals. If most of
these sous offenders were locked up for
three years or so, Wilson maintains, the crime
rate might finally decrease. -

In the final selection, Skolnick offers a re;
buttal to what he considers is Wilson's narrow
view of crime. Why, he asks, does Wilson
seem cohcerned, only with "predatory crime"
and not the many :-other types of crime, such as
those described by Clark? White- collar and
corporate crime, Skolnick point out, cost the
citizens of America substantially more money
than is lost through conventional crimes. Ex,
panding on his newspaper article, Skolnick ,

maintains that Wilson's position is too sim-

lay cd CEPTS AND DEFINITIONS;

.

plistic. It is naive to ignore the social causes Of
crime and to rely on imprisonment to control
crime in America. More jails, h%asserts, are
not the answer: He further criticizes Wilson's.
lack of consideration of the enormous,
economic and social cost of increased
imprisOment:

So, what should be done with those who
brQak the law? Should w* simply lock then
up? Shduld we seek alternative measures to
control, criminal behavior in our society ?'
Should we attempt to 'find the underlying
social c u es of crime and eradicate those con-
ditions? ese are the important questions of
our hip' at will be explored in more depth
throughout the Reader.

,- y
.

Crime. vigo

, A crime is conduct thata-legislaturehas
phibited and made punishable, by fines"
and /or imprisonment or some other form of
punishment. Just as the law changes, so, too,
does our definition of crime. Conduct that was
once criminal, such as drinking during
bition, may subsequently become legal as new
laws are paged. Furthermore, the definition
of 'crime varies from placetto place; thus' it
is a felony (serious crime) to possess_ small
amounts of marijuana in Sosme'States but not in

`others.

Law Enforcement Assists_nce -
Adminiitration'(LEAA) A.,

In 1968 Congress passed a law titled 'the'
Omnibus Cling Control and Safe Sfreets'ACts
as a- national Measure tO combat crime:"
Among the many provisions of this massive,
piece Of legislation was the ,establishmenMr
the Lawlnforcement ,tssistance Administia7.
tioni(LEAA), the `mission of which was to

7

, ^1 4:

dispense faders funds to state, and local gov-
ernments to aid in the eradication of crime:
There;jreseveral ways that LEAA intended to
fight crime: through educatfonal programs for.
law enforcement and correctional officers;
throu &h increased research about the nature
of crime and its solutions; through .direct,fi-
nancial aid to secure more personnel and
equipMent for the existing criminal justice
agencies; 041ci th rough the funding of "model"
prow:kris to determine if new techniiines
mightibe more efficient than. the, antiCOted

.,meastfiv. currently in use. It will' be. notectk
SkohiCIZ's newspaper article that '1-14As
of dollars spent by LEAA haste had littl eifect
on the'crime'rate.

FIlltrimeiiidex
Invaer to assess the amount of criment the

4b.".country each year,. the Federal Bureau-of In,
vestiiation (FT) created the FELCrimeAdk.-

Locar:law erffOrcementagancieS 'annua* re-

- 5



port the number of certain crimes that occur in
their jurisdioams to the FBI in Washington,
D.C. The offenseS are-tallied and pUblished
each year in the Uniform Crime Reports The FBI
identifies seven different crfingin itsiindex of
offenses: murder, robbery, rape, burglary,
assault, grand larceny, and auto theft: By
analyzing the yearly changes it-t these, sev-.
ell index offenses and by comparing those.
chalks with thel,ariation M the population,
one can get an indication of the fiends in the

. crime rate throughout the United States.,The
crime rate refers to the number of crimes tom-
milted per 100,000 population.

Labeling' -

deal with theft after the crime has been cOm-
mitted. Deterrence usually falisinto two basic
categories: specific and general. 'Specific de-
terrence means that if a person is punished for
a crime, then he er she will not commit
another- crime in the4uture. General deter-
rence refers to a situation in which a person is
punished fora crime and others are itlissuaded
from committing similar crimes for fear of

. being subjected to a similar punishmelit. De-
terrence has always been a consideration in
the imposition of sanctions in our society and
is currently considered even more important
than previously.

Rehabilitation
In their search' fcir the causes of crime, This term refers to the process by which a

criminologists have devised various .theories..
Qhe of the inoreiecent explanation's formi-
rial behavior is called "labeling theory." This
theory 'holds that as a person 'becomes in-
volvecrin the criminal justice,tystemV, the

juvenile justice systern);he is "labeled''Acrim-
Alai. This label: 3n turn, will_haVe an eftecton
hoW Others react to him. Gradually, because
of social ostracism, loss of employinentbppor-
tunities, and so forth, the pe,:son begns to
view himself asi Others view hirrias a "Crimi-
nal." He then begins to believe that his only
viable course of action is more criminal activity
to further his '','criminal career." Thus. -it is

'elaimed that the label itself causes and per--
--,:ipetuates .criminal bebaviOrBlecauset4 this
theory, some 'Criminologists recommend-that'

Juveniles and,,adults become formally in-
'..,Arolved in the criminal juitice system oi:tly after

all alternative's have beet eliminated.

eterrence t tot.
r,t. Deterrence is one of the Main funcI eons of
the criminal law:4It Seeks to prevent leople
from violating the criminal law, rather than

. .

person who has been guilty of antisocial be-
_havior, float _is a criminal act, is again inte-
g rated into society as a useful member. It
generally impes repentance or a change of

,,attitude.oft the,part of the criminal that will
lead him or her to follow more lawful patterns _

of behavior in the future. It sometimes in-
, dudes training in new skills that will enable

theindividualsto earn a living through legiti-
mate means. Rehabilitation has been regarded
as a maidr aim of punishment for 150 years,
with increasing emphaSig accorded,to it since
the 1950s. Very recently, however, iiiany..crit-
ics, both liberals and conservatives, have,
questioned the rehabilitative ideal.

Adaptation to Risk"
When Skolnick 'discusses "adiPtation to-

risk," he refers to the fact that critminals, like
the rest of us, undergo certain, psychological;
processeS through which they are able to
just to\new situations in their:Oyes, particu-
larly tornew and increased risks. Thig concept
is .of importance if we are kunderstand
how different sanctions might actually work

,

15



in deterring criminals. Skolnick suggest&that
neWiy enacted criminal laws frequently do riot
hav the anticipated consequences because
criminals are able to adapt to the increased
risk, thereby reducing the 'deterrent effect of
the sanction.

FA:CTIJAL REVIEW QUESTIONS

. Recidivism
Recidivism is the return to patterns of crim-

,, final behavior, particu44y after having been
punished for such beFavior. It implies .a re-
lapse into criminal habits. Wilson claims that
m'ost crimes are committed by repeat offend-
ers or recidivists.

1. According to Skolnick, what is the definition'of crime?

2 What does Skolnick mean when he states thatthe formation of criminal law is a reflection of
political "clout"? -\\

. .
3. What id the Wickersham Commission conclude about the effects of Prohibition?

4. According to Skolnick, does deviance (the violation of the criminal law) have any.posItive
... furictions for society? . .,,i - -.: ;

5. How did the money spent by the federal government through LEAA for fighting crime
between 1969 and 1974 affect the crime rate?

1' /
,

What, according to Skolnick; are the relativ.\e costs of sending a youngster to Harvard or a, , -robber to San Quentin?

wola

7. What appears to have been the result of former Governor Rockefeller's tough narcotics laws
in New York?

8. According to Wi n, who Commits most serious crimes?

9. What does Wilson believe should,be the primary flinction of a ferm in prison or jail?

10: What does the Shinnar study cited by,Wilionjndicate?

111 What does Wilsp,o mean by a "sober view" of man an7, is institutions?

12. What are some of the many faces of crime listed by Clark?'

13. According to Clark, what motivates most criminals?

.......1440no..,

0,



14. What typepf crime bin-glary or white-collar. costs American taxpayers more money
/*annually?

fr* 15. What doeS Clark perceive as the most tragic of the 'm any faces of crime?

16. Why does Skolnick call prisons "schools for crime"?

o
ESSAY AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Discuss Skolnick's assertion that crime has "become an i4trinsic part of life in this country."

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refer to Skolnick's newspaper article:

a. Analyze the cultural contradiction's in American society that are mentioned in the article.
.. .

b. Notice how criminal generates, as well as controls, criminality.
. . ,
2. -Refer to Clark's article, "The Many Face`S:of Crime:"

I '

a. Ho`w extensive is crime in America? .

b. Does criminal behavior exist in all social and economic classes?

c. How.are the different types of crime: related to one another?

2. Compare and contrast the solutions to the crime problem, as presented in _the three Reade,r
selections. ,

, , ,,t .

Suggested Guidelines
. ',,,;s-

-, .
1. Examine Clark's notion that Crime is basically an economic problem.

. ,
2. Analyze Wilson's plan for the increasedincapacitation of criminals and his feelings regarding

the economic solutions to crinie. f.

3. React to SlcOlnick's claim tliat more jails are not the answer to the crime prOblern.

-+.
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SUGGESTED READINGS
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Note: An extensive, annotated bibliography forleach topic is included in the .Readier. The titles here are general
interest and are offered as a supplement to the Reader bibliography.

.

..,

BOOkS

Becker, Howard S. The Outsi 3 rs. New York.

Articles
Cook, F. J. 'There's Always a Crime Wave:

Hots Bacts this One?" New Yak Times
Magazine, October 6, 1968, 38-39.

.

Lewin, Nathan. ,"Platitudes .About Crime;
p The New Republic, July 5 and July 12, 1975,

19-211'

,

a.

r

Free Press, 1963.

la rk, Ramsey. Crime in America. New York:
Pocket Books, 1971.

Quinney,-Richard. The Problem of Crime. New
York: Dodd, Mead, 1970.

Van den Haag,' Ernest. Punishing Criminals.
New York: Basic Books, 1975.
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LEAR.NINp OBJECTIVES

To understand,

the nature of institutional crime and how it differs froM conventional crime

the relationship between institutional crime and the social system

why insetutional crime thrives and is so hard to,eradicate

the corrosive effects of institutional 'crime on our government

the history and development of organized crime

the current trends in organized crime

OVERVIEW

Thissection considers two forms of criminal.
behaviorwhite-collar_ crime_ and organized
crimebothlif which are often overlooked in
discussing the "crime problem" America.
This '-iiinStitutiOnalized ',crime"deeplY in-
grained iri our social instifutionstis a ,type of
illegal behavior that has, significant.conse-
quences for our society,' though' it does not
pose a direct personal threat to us in the same
way as 'nibst forms of "street" or "conven7
tional" crime do. These consequences will be
explored in Sbinetietailin this section.

;

In his nerspapef article, Gilbert Geis pre-
'ients an overview of White-collar crime or,. as
he terms it, "upperworld crime." He ernplqis
-the label--ppperworld criineto emphasize'
how it contrasts with the morcVommdefiri-
derwOrld",type of crime. Upperw9ild'Cnme is
cbmirlitted by persons from the mid-

. dle social classes in the course of thelf'iegular
.r"?-,,employment'. indhdes crimes commirted,br

businessmen, politicians, doctors, and Offier::,%,
professionals who are' generally highly re-
spected members of their communities.

A.

points out that although there are varying
explanations for upperworld crime, those at-
tributed to underworld crime, such as pov-
erty, broken homes, reading di abilities, and
the like, certainly* not apply. Many individ-
uals 'involved in this type of aw breaking

;make sizeable i4mes, yet they are not satis- f
fied and for some reason,are motivatecito take
more illegally. Unfortunately, the public,
which generally assumes that politicians are
cornipt and that business people make profits
by unethical (if not illegal) melns, inadver-

.tently contributes to thesituation. .

Geis writes that Americans :will: have to
learn the facts about white-collar crime before
the probleM can be solved. First, we will have
to recognize its nature and realize that itls
type otcrimiva/ behavior, no less illigal,,than.

'burglary or robbery. Then the publiclnust,be
made aware of its importance---hoW irnuchit
costs each of us: Generally, this type, of,crime
costs each citizen a small sum ,:but it can
amount to.hillions of collars in illegal' profits
annually., Geis, concludes that the problem of
'White-collar crime is forrnidable-and will be
diffiEhlt to contend wth. Thtsobservation is, s

o;
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borne out by.the selections ix the Reader. I'
The article by Edwin H. Sutherland is a

.oclassic in its field because little attention was
paid to white-1011k crime before cis prece!

)1enr-setting
article of 1940. He is responsible

or...initiating the study of white-collarcrime as
well as formulating the standard definition
which, though somewhat vague, is still used
today.

Though there existed no index of the extent
of white-collar cdme when Sutherland was

'writing in 194(1, heAfound evidence in Federal:
Trade Commispion a#ual reports of exten-;
sive iNgal aciivi on the part of leading
American corporations: He claimed that fi-
nancial losses 4, ue to white-soar crime were
at that time in-bbably, greater tian the finani
cial losses fro bRiglaries, 'robberies, and!
larcenies (theft) committe by conventional
criminals. 3

1

The selection by Ralph NI. ader and Mark
Green update thestatus of white-collar

1crime, some thirty years after Sutherland ini-
tiallystuditheir article, one reaches,:
the depressing conclusion that many of the,

se,rvations made by Sutherland are oily
a plicable today; corporate crime in America

Nader and Green advocatea variety fA-.,4
tougher safictikins-to deter corporate criminat
actiVity.,

The next several Reader serections'clescribe
the operation of white-collar crime and dis!,
cuss why this type of.instituti,6Ral crime is `so
difficult to control. Thy' selection titled "It
Beggars Description" illustrates that the sanc-
tions currently meted outeven`prison terfillefr
and stiff fines simply do not deter white-SOI;
lax or corporate criminals. The article argues
thdtsuch sanctions will not work as Ion as qv',
attitudes of )kmerican bulnessmen U-63 't-rdri.
change. At present" the presSitres on business,
'profeSsional to succeed at-any cost, as well as
the fqctiliat committing white-collarcrimes is
an established practice, 'make it difficult fort

,... , 1 ,

.-1.

.S5'

many to maintain, high legal standards. ;
John Brooks, in -"Annals of Business: Funds

Gray 'and Black," explains how these sa
pressures can distort fhe ethiCal values of
some business executives to such a deg?ee that
they do not believe that what they are doing is
wrong. Just as Wilson noted a ccorrelatibn be-
.tween the loss of shame associated with gtreet
dime and a rise in crime rates, so it would
appear that business values, are.partly respon:-
sible for the extent of whili-collai crime.

The chart compiled by Blake PleetWood an'cl
Arthur Lubowolitiws that the punishment
inflictecrovhile-collfir criiniaaJs ies relatively
light, compared to that received by street crim-
inals, despite the fact that thOusluids:of people_ ,

can he bilked out of life's savings or have their
health endangered by a single white=Stoilar,
crime. -

The Reader selection takeniroin the,JJnited
States Senate hearings on Medicaid and Med-

, isare fraud points out that white-collar crima. is
not limited to businessmefi and politicians. As-
Geis mentions in-his newspaper, anicle, doc
tors and pharmacists, of whom we expect the
higheSf ethical standards, are also guilty of
white-collar crime, engaging irt a variety of
illegal activities to cheaton Medicaidand Med-
icaie Claims.

In his newspaper article, GeiSi4dicates that ,-
a.major obstacle in fighting white-cellar crime
is the lack of publiF awareness about its
existence. The MiShael Hirth article offeig one -
possible explanation of why White-coll4 .
crime is published so little -the closerelation-T
ship between the btthiness corporationsiand,
the media. When Sears, Roebuck and Cconiir
pry was charged with illegal business,prac-
ticess in Chiago, the Chicago pressdid not
cover the story. Hirsh suggeststhat the lack of si
press coverage might be explained by:Ihse
Chicago ne*spapers' lucrative adVerfisinear,

,rangem,ents with Sears.:
.,

r.



Organized Crime . -

Like white-Collar crime, organized crime is
often taken for granted.

Organized crime, suggests Francis A. J.
Ianni in his newspaper article, Was become
such an integral part of American life that we
do not even consider .it part of the "crime
problem." Nevertheless, it remains a mystery
to most people, primarily because fev know
exactly how. it operates or what groups
control it. -.

One point, of dispute aTn ong scholars, Ian'.
points out, is the origin of organized crime
in America. Ianni maintains that organized
crime is indigenous to this country-and not an
import fromItaly, as many believe. Its,reets lie
in the curious relationship among members of
minority groups, politicians, and organized
illegal activities. The relationship between Dr-
ganized-crime and politics is a close one, par-
ticularly in ldrge cities, where it is claimed
that organizd. crime and politicians need

( -each othlk
In his article, Ianni shows that from the

, earliest days, members of different social or

t
ethnic groups haye used organized crime to
escape from the ghet,The Irish, the Jews,

r.-

i

and, since The 1930s, the Italians have succes-
sively dominated the leadership of organized
crime. Ianni claims that the Italians, just like
the 'Other groups before them, are becoming
more acculturated into the legitimate social
world and new groups will assume leadership
-in organized crime. In particular_hamentians
the blacks and the Hispanics as likely succes-
gors to control the rackets in America...

The Reader selection titled "The Crime So-
ciety"-outlines the history of organized crime ---,

since the 1890s. By the 1950s, organized crime
-bhad becoine the object-of intense study By .

yarious gpvernmental commissions, Which`
concluded that at the core of organized crime
was the Mafia, an Italian-AmericaiT brother-.

hood -that controllectm st of the lucrative
,fackets in the country. lanni and. Ianni are
Skeptical of thi'S* positidn. They believe that
Organized crime could more accurately be

.1characterized as a social institution that is a
functional partof American life.

If organized crime is supposed to be itinc-
tiOnall.. what are some of the functi&i
s,ervices,irperforms? Donald Cressey,answers
this question in- \t137election titled "Demand,
Sgpply and Fr'Ofif," contending that orga-
ni d crime thrives because it provides illegal
g ds adti services demanded by large seg-

nts_olthe public. Most persons engaging in
bling, drug use, prostitution, or the pur-

m

chase of stolen goods do not consider them-
selV victims of crime; they are quite willing

pants and cla'not,report the organized
als to the p.olice..It is thus very difficult

for Iw enforcement agencies to control orga-
44,4 riminal behavior.,

oe persons do, of course, become uriWill:
ing victims of organized crime. T(he Reader
selection about Lepke describes a central fig-
ure in the mote violent side -.of organized
crime. Though, often brutal, this violence is
not randoni; it is generally directed at
rivals or others,directly involved in organized
Crime, This article by Meyer Berger provides
both insight into the personality And motives
of someone who live b exploiting others and
a case study of the tctis used by organized
crime to gain cOnt ol of legitimate

sk organizations.
cause organized crime is so profitable,

millions of ddllarS are available ,to ensure that
those inyolve'd will not be prosecuted or ha-
rassed. The 'selection from the President's
Commission Report on Organized Crime il-
lustrates how money buys influence at all
_levels of la v enforcement, thus, in a sense,
,making usi_a victims by corrupting our sys-
tem of justice. This, report fatherillustrates

-ttf
crimiT

t
,`
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the point Ianni makes in his newspaper article
`about the close alliance between organized
crime and politics, an alliance that constitutes
a major reason for the survival of organized
crime:

In the final selection, Ianui discusses the
Mafia." The article accepts the assertion

that organized crime 'provides upward mo-
bility and economic independence. lanni also
claims that a certain ethnic succession exists,
and that a group that has already achieved

' KEY. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

some measure of socioeconomic status .need
no longer utilize th'arroute. Evaluating the
current situation of organized crime in the ,

United States, Lanni concludes that it is in4
state of transition, with the Italian-American
groups losing some power to the black and
Hispanic groups. However, the newly emerg-
ing groups at present seem'to lack an effective
okganizing principle such as the role of kin:-
ship for the Italian-Americans.

Wtite-Collar Crime
According to Edwin H. Sutherland, WhO

first dented it in 1940, white-collar crime is "a
violation of the criminal law by a person of the
upper socioeconomic class in the course of his
occUpational activities."

Upperworld Crime
Geis uses this phrase in his newspaper

article, in which he describes the type of illegal
activity generally known as white-collar
crime This term is used in juxtaposition to
"underworld crime," which relates to the inkin
volvement of lower class and gangland fiVP
tires in criminal activities. Upperworld crim-
inals,: by contrast, are said tb be from the
upperS'Ocioeconomic classes and commit their
crimes as they perform their official duties, By
employing this phrase, Geis emphasizes that
persons in all social and economic classes are
involved in criminal behavior, not just per-
sons from the lower classes, as is generally
assumed.

Antitrust Crime °

Antitrust crime can generally be defined as
the restrickon of economic competition and,
according to Nader and Green, includes such

4
e. .

'""77

activities as price fixing and exclusionary boy-
cotts. The Sherman Antitrust Act of ,1890
made such activities criminal offenses, for
which a violator may receiye up to a year in jail
and/or a $50,000 fine per violation. Nader and,
Green emphasize that although antitrust
violations, are quite extensive throughout

industry,the Departmerit of JustCe
pr tes relitively few offenders7-an aver-
age of only twenty-five per year from 1960 to
1964 and eleven per year from 1965 to 1970.
The American consumer is harmed by anti-
trust violators because consumer prices are, -
thereby, inflated and business inefficiencies
are rewarded.

No Contest Plea'(Nolo Contender4)
When a person (or corporation) is,chkged

with a criminal offense, he may enter tine of
several pleas in court. not guilty, guilty, or nolo
contendere. The plea of nolo contendere is similar
to the plea of guilty, but the copviction cannot
be used as st the defendant irt t, civil suit.
Additionny noloontendee does not cariVas
negative a connotation as "guilty" to the'gen:
eral pubi4c. Therefo're,. many corp9xate crimi-
nals prefg this plea, and it has aRounted.fOr
79 percept of all antitrust convictions over the

15



last decade With this plea, the court is also
more likely to be lenient in sentencing the
antitrust violator for courts rarely ire the
maximum penaltyin antitrult cases.

Regulatory Agencies
In addition to the_courts of law, the United

States has various regulatory agencies that
attempt to control criminal I w violations..
*hereas the courts general y deal with

'tonventional strut criminals, t e regulator
agenties handle the violations bycorporaticnis
and business enterprises. Howe\ver, when a
criminal conviction is secured through a regu-
latory agency, it does not seem to carry the
same moral stigma as a coriyictionlh a criminal

The Securities and Exchange Commission,
mentioned in John ,Brooks' article on illegal
Iiolitical contlibutions by the oil companies, is
designed to:kulate the sale and xchange.of
stocks arid bonds among Ameri n corpo-
rations. Thec, Federal Trade. Comm'ssion is
supposed tqoiatrol,,among sithef thin s, ille-
gal businessloractices. EZAmples of FTC tivi-
ties are presented in the Sutherland aiticl on
'business and crime and.in the Hirsh arti e
discussing ttie alleged "bait-and-switch" sel
ing tactics ofSears, Roebuck and Company.

court.

Mafia and Cosa Nostra

nization called "Cosa Ndstra," a term that is
now used interchaxgeably with Mafia.
Though man), people equate the Mafia with
organized crime, Lanni suggests that orga-
nized crime is too complex to be dornipated by
one ethnic group.

The New Mafia . <4

The New Mafia, as disciisse, by Lanni, re-
fers to the blacks and Ijispanics who are now
beginning to emerge as major figures in orga-
nized crime. Since the 1930s, Italians have
held the leadership in organized crime. They
came from the ghetto and eventually gained
power and money. As the Italians- become
acculturated into the mainjtream ofpnerican,
society, .Ianni believes, the. current ghetto .

dwellers will take over the key positions in
organized criminal activities. Accprding to
Ianni, a Mafia is prima* a fork& of social
protest that uses crime ass majoe:,%reapon
protest.

.The MafiaMafia can be described as a social sys-
tem that oqginated in southern Italy and in
Sicily and that, through a loosely knit chain of :
flan -like gangs, engages in illegal activities.
Evidence suggests that this network of fain.-
ilies moved the United States to continue its
criminal activities. SeVeral ,governmental
commissiOn'S have concluded that this na-

syndicate'Oleaders-tontrol roost
of the lucra6ve rackets Ki this country.

In 1963Iseph Valachi maintained that he
was a member of a natioriwide criminal orga-

16 -
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. FACTUAL REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. According to Geis, what is the hallmark of white-collar crime?

2 What are the relative costs to the American public bf white-collar and conventional crime?

3' According to Sutherland, what is the definition of white-collar crime, and what is its most
general characteristic?

4. In general, how have the courts treat white-collar criminals_comparedito_"streer_l_
criminals?

5. iccording to Sutherland; does Rdverty explain all types of crime

6. According to Nader and - Green, how prevalent is price fixing in American industry?

7. What are the four basic sanctions'that can be imposed against corporate criminals? -

8. What, if any, are the legalyestrictions orvorporate contributions to pOlitiArcampaigns
or candidates? ,

9. According to Brooks, how typical of.other corpOrations were Gulf OirsliOlitical
contributions?

Y

. , ) - -
.10. What are some of the tactics used doctors and pharrnacists to cheat on Medicaid and. ,_ 'Medicare claims? -- -. ,- . ._

11. What possible explanation does Hirsh suggest for the poor Media toyerage of alleged' "bait-and:switch" tactics by Sears, Roebuck and-Company? 4:0'''"I''.

12. What does the Harris Polls citedhianni, indicate about American beliefs about, ,

organized crime? "4--- - - :
. ., , , ,

. 11 In addition to goods andservicis-,Ivhat does organized crime have to offer ghetto dwellers?
f '

. .

z 1 a 'M a
, 14:: What do ILIVii and Ianni think is thediffeience between the Mafiaand the Cosa Nostra?.. .

15. 'What did Este'si4faiwer's Senate Crime Committee and the Nesicienest9m4:41$sior1 .- -

conclude aboutorganized dime ?', '-'s T!. ' .:-

,
. -.....,

,16.- Of What significance were the "De Cavalcante tapes"?.

17
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17. What important claim did Joseph Valachi make before the Permanent Subcommittee on
Inve,stigstiohi of the Committee on Governjnent Operations?

18. According to Cressey,, how,ergOrgariized crime manage to take QN, er indiiduals who wish
to engage in illegal activities such as rackets?

19. What tactics did Lepke's organization use to gain control of labor unions?

20. According to Lanni, what groups constitute the New Mafia? ,

Ns. o

ESSAY AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Why does institutional crime (both white-collar and organizedcrime) seem to thrive
in America?

. Suggested Guidelines
0

1. Refer to the Geis and Ianni newspaper articles. What do they state about American
attitudes toward institutional crime? -

. ..
'2. onsicler Cres'sey's article on the general public's demand for goods and services. How

does this demand affect organized crime? ,
. .

3. Analyze the articles by Nader and Green ancl.by Brooks and the editorial from The Nation.
What do they say about business attitudes and the effect of current sanctions on corporate
crime?

t,

.4. Consider the findings of the Commission on Law Enforcenrnt and Administration
of Justice. .

i a. What is the relationship between organized crime and politics?
. b. How does organized crime neutralize law enforcement? ., ,.

2. Why dcies Ianni state that org nized crime is an "integral part of the politics and economics
of American life"? ,

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refe,r to his newspaper article. How does Ianni characterize Organized crime's involvement

in the i!iolitical process?

2. Consider CreSsey's article, "Dernancl, Supply and Profit."

a. How much public dem nd is there for illegal goods and services?

b. What does he say about the relationship between organized crime and labOr unions?



3: Mat can be done to eradicate institutional'crithe (both organized ail* a d
'white-collar.crimer

Suggested: Guidelines---7-----

1. Examine the Geis and Lanni newspaper articles.

a. What do they suggest needs to be done?

b. What is the role of publk opinion?

2. What do Nader and Green think should be dorie to corporate criminals?
,

a. Should there be Minimum penalties? \
b. Should convicte(cicorporate criminals be allowed to remain on-their Os?

. -
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To understand

the nature and extent of street crime

trends in crime rates and changing crime patterns

the uses and misuses of official statistics

therelationship of street crime to larger social and economic phenomena

IR the relationship between sex and crime

the relationship between race and crime

'OVERVIEW
e.

Street crime is' 01_ great concern to most
Americans, particularly those living in urban
areas. Though financially less costly than in-
stitutional crime, it'affects our daily lives by
dominating the hews and arousing deep anx-
ieties.This section explores three related as-
p,ectS of street crime: the urban crime problem,
sex and crime, and race and crime.

- Urban Crime
4. James F. Short Jr., in his newspaper article,
states that the,"crime problem" is generally an
urban phenomenon. Though the crime rate is
rising rapid/yln the rural and suburban areas
of the country, most ,crime appears, to be
committed in the urban areas, principally the
ghettos. Short emphasizes, a topic, that will
recur throughout this section: the difficulty of
interpreting official statistics. Relying on a va-
fiety of sources, such, as victimization and

tself-reprt studies,, Short arrives at the ines-
capable conclusion .that crime in America is
much more extensive than one might expect
from an assessment based solely on an
analysis otofficiai government statistics,

Not only is crime an urban problem, it is also

a youth problem. Short states that the major-
ity of crimesserious as well as minorare
committed by people between The ages of
fifteen and the early twenties. Because of this
strong relationship between youth and crime,
it is likely that the crime rate will rise and fall
quite independently from any social programs
that might be instituted tb fight it. The crime
rate will prObably decrease significantly only
after there is a decline in-the number of young

people. -,
Short is not completely fatalistic. There are

things that can be done to alleviate the crime
problem,, including community participation.
Individual citizens must take it upon them-
Selves to complain about crime, appear as
witnesses, look out for neighbors' property,
and subject both the police and 'potential of-
fenders to community pressure. While com-
munity inv.alvement will not solve the crime
Problem, it certainly will help.

The Reader selectionson the urban crime
problem are` designed to further an under-
standing of who is,,iri4lyeel in street crime and
whirl They b_pgin with ,a, "FortrairOf
ger," in which_ James WilIwerth Offers a
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dramatic portrayal of a "working mugger."
His attitudes, his values, and the secretsbf his ,

trade are all vividly described. He mugs be-
cause he likes money, and mugging is his only
means to that end.

In "Careers in D'OPe," Dan Waldorf de-
scribes initiation into heroin addiction and the,
addict's subsequent relationship to his vic-
tims, his community, and the police., Most
addicts have to engage in some form of
"hustling" (illegal activityr to support,-their
habits. Females generally turn to prostitution
and males typically become thieves. Gradual-
ly; tile number of p ple from whom the
addid steals expand from his family and
friends to the large ommunity, Eventually,
he may become like the mugger described in
the previous selection or he may concentrates
on' other forms of crime. Law enforcement'
authorities estimate that much of the conven-
tional crime in large urban: areas is directly
attributable 16 heroin addiction.

Youth gangs 9re also an important force in
the urban crime problem. Walter Miller dis-
cusses the recent changes in youth gang at-
titudes and activities in his articri"The Rum-
ble This Time." Youth gangs used_ to be
viewed primarily as groups of adolescents in-
terested in fighting rival gangs and defending
their own turf. However, Miller and his as-
sociates found that today's youth gangs are
"interested primarily. in money. To getrit, they
wage in street crime; they rob,` steal, mug,
burglarize, and extort money from,the weak.
Miller cacellides'that gang violencetand con-
ventional crime will inirease in the future: It is
also likely that:yoiit gangs will increasingly-
venture out of the-ghetto areas into the general'
community to victirnizeomiddle-class citizens
who possess more money and material goods.

Some people are more likely than others to
_ _ he victimized. Morton Hunt cfisCusSA some Of

the factors thy make solve people more

V

targets for the mugger: age, sex,, Ace, and
availability. While some of these factors are,
obviously beyond control .(such as age, race,
,and sex), others are more iiibtle and may be
controlled by the potentilt-victims. Thus,
Hunt suggests that people are, to varying
degrees, responsible for wheat-4 or not they
fall prey to criminalS!

The selection titled "Let the Ptinishment Fit
the Clime" addresseseit of NhctimolOgy
not frequently found in professional journals.
the rights of the victim. While traditionally
most attention has been focused on the crimi-
nal and his legal rights,- Philip Brickman raises
he question, What shouldbe do9e to a con-

. victed offender so that the victim.receives jus-
tice? He -recommends the greater use of re-

' stttution.
Criminologists have devised many theories

to explain' the rise of street Crime...David H.
Blayley, in his comparison of American and
Japanese crinierates, explores one of the more
prevalent of these theOties,that social mod-
ernity causes crime. Modernization involves
greater urbanization,. industrialization, and
technological advancementfactors that
hive been blamed for the high crime rate in
the United States. Bayley argues, however,.
that.the social modernity theory is invalidated,
by the example of Japan.`japan is also highly
urbanized arid-industrialized, as well as more
densely,populated than the United States, but
its crime rate is decreasing. Bayley contends
the therelare other factors, including social
organization and values, responsible for crime
(or .the lack of it) in modern industrialized
societies.

.

'Sex and Crime
Social 'values are also paitty responsible for

changing patterns of sex and crime, according
to Lois DerleurNelson, whose newspaper
article discusSes another topic of current inter-
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estthe significant increase in female crimi-
nality. One of Nelson's central points is that
changing social roles of women affect crime
patterns both the offenses that women
commit and the manner in wktich they are
handled by criminal justice agencies. She also
notes thaf conceptions of why women commit
crimes are changing. Finally, Nelson predicts
that as women constitute a larger part of the
labor force, have greater personal freedo ,

and acquire t ame aspirations as ma es,
female criminality w)11 rise. This last point is
elaborated in Fre a Adler's Reader article,
"The Rise 'of the Fe ale Crook."

Susan Brownmil er's article "The Police
Blotter Rapist" cha ges the, focus of the dis-
cussion of sex and crime from woman as of-
fender to woman as victim. Like several' other
authors in this section, she stresses the skepti-
cismcism with which official statistics must be
viewed. Brownmiller the explores .some of
the official data and objective sociological
studies, dispelling many of the myths about
rapists. Because of the offense characteristics
of rapists, Brownmiller concludes that there is
not too much one can do to guard against
becoming a rape victim. -.. - --

Paul Tappan also explodes "Some Myths
About the Sex Offender," providing data to.

_ counter many popular misconceptions. Refer-
ring to all categories of sex offenders, he states
that most sex offenders are relatively hartnless
and generally ,do not progress from minor
offenses to more sgriousOnes.

Race,,and Criim
Alphonso Pinkney discusses another aspect

of street crime in his newspaper article, "Race
and Crime." After mentioning how difficult it
is to interpret official statistics, he points out
that crime is related to social conditions, hot
merely to race. He catalogs a Variety of social
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, conditions related to crime;most of which are
discussed in some detail in the Reader se-
lections. Ambng the more important factors
contributing to the high crime rate are high
unemployment, poverty, prejudice, and un-
equal treatment before the law.

The selection, from the National Advisory
ommission on Civil Disorders details some

of the social factors that ,Pinkney claims
cause crime, focusing -on the inany disadvan-
tages facing persons living in the ghetto
community.

John Davis offers a slightly different in-
terpretation of the high crime rate of black
Americans. Although the social and economic
conditions in which blacks must live ars in-
deed poor, these conditions by themselves do
not explain black crime. Rather, Davis asserts,
these social conditions represent a symbol of
the racial oppression that has existed for gen-
erations. Black crime is a reaction against that
oppression. Much of black crime is an expres-
sion of bitterness turned inward, for approxi-
mately 85 percent of black crime is direct&
against other blacks. Though racism may well
have an economic base, it also as important-..

- practical consequences of its owl.
The final selection again deals With official .

crime statistics but the author is not simply
issuing a warning about the diffiCulty of inter-
preting them. Aimando Morales additionally
illustrates that inadequatv statistics or misin-
terpreted statistics can Have harmful social
consequences as well. If the police read the
official statistics and see that a certain area of
town ham large amount of reported crime,
then more poll are assigned to that area. As-
a result., the nu ber of arrests rises. Eventual-

.

ly, it becom itnpossible to determine how
much of thWincreased crime rate is due.to the
behavior of the offenders, in the neighborhood
and how much is' due to a disproportionate



number of police patrolling the neigh-
borhood. Morales suggests that law enforce-
ment agencies must reassess their use of po-

KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
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lice patrols and the statistical assumptions of
their-deployment.

Victimizatioh Studies
Criminologists have found that accurately'

estimating the extent of crime in society IS a
difficult task. Generally, they have relied on
official statistics from law enforcement agen-
cies. Official statistics, however; reflect only
the offenses reported to the police. ,Since
many crimes are unreported, criminologists
have only been able to guess at their actual
number and Recently, researchers have
begun to study criminal victimisation. Sur-
veys are conducted in randomly selected areas
to assess how many persons have been vic-
timized by various types of crimes without
reporting those crimes to the police. This has
resulted in an awareness that there is much
more crime being committed than was previ-
ously believed.

Hidden Crime
Crime that is not reported' to the po is

called hidden Crime because It is bvOnd
realm of official scrutiny. There have beet
attempts, however, to assess the extent of
hidden crime. One way is through victimiza-
tion studies, as described above. Another is
through self-report studies, in which people
are asked to indicate if they have ever commit-
ted any of a list of specified offenses. It is a
common finding that many people have
committed criminal offenses for. which they
Could have been legally, -punished, but were
never detected or apprehended. These types
of studies 'reveal that thehidden crime rate in
America is quite extensive.

VictiMology
Victimology, the study of the victims of

a crime, i§.a relatively new field in the social
sciences. Traditionally, social science" re-
searchers have studied criminals to determine
what causes them to break the law. The focus
of victimology is on the general characteristics
Of the victims, as well as the functional rela-
tionship between the victim and his offender.
Various classifications of culpability on the
part of theviCtim haYe been developed; some
sociologists feel that certain people set them-
selves up as 'unwilling" victims to criminal
offenses.

Social Modernity and Crime
As society becomes more modern, it under-

goes certain transformations. It generally be-
comes more inclustrigZed, technological; and
urbanized, as well as more densely popu-
lated. Since it has been observed that the
crime rate is higher in largiqban centers, the
hypothesis has been offed that social mod-
ernity ,causes. crime. The Bayley article,, com-
paring in the United States and Japan,
dispelrthisnotion.

Freudian Psychology,
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) founded a

branch of psychOlogy that has had,a,profound
effect on American culture. AMong the many
revolutionary ideas first posited by Freud
were that events during childhood greatly.in-
fluen adult behavior, and that the sex of the
-child will also, to a large 'extent, determine

0 A
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behavior in adulthood. His faiipus phrase,
"anatomy is destiny," means that being born
malq or female conditions future behavior.
'Whein these ideas are applied to explain
female criminality,. one might conclude that
the differences observed in male and female
crime patterns are based primarily on the in-
dividual psychology and biology of the sexes.
Brownmiller feels that Freudian psychology,
with 11 simplistic explanations, has had a
negati e effect on the perceptions and at-

-. titusl s about women.

dus Ope;andi.
The modus I6perandi, or the M.O. as the

police call it, is the "method of operation" of
the criminalthat is, the manner or style in
which the criminalcommits his offenses. The
police belieVe that some criminal's have a set
pattern of behavior and that piecing together
the evidence and defining the M.O. of a par-
ticular criminal will contribute to solving
the case.

Founded and Unfounded Crimes
After crimes are reported, the police inves-

tigate the allegations to determine if a crime
has really been committed. Crimes that they
agree have been committed are called
"founded" crimes. Allegations that do not
warrant being categorized as Crimes are called

FACTUAL REVIEW QUESTIONS

0
"unfounded" °crimes. Brownmiller ?epoxts
that the police assert that about 15 perce t of
the reported rapes are unfoundedthat th 4..
really do not take place. It could be that t e,..,
complainant was simply angry with the ac-
cused-and wanted to harass him with a crimi-
nal prosecution. Another pos,sible explanation
is the police claim that some women, because
of their social background current occupa-
tions, cannot offer reliable testimony about
being raped. ) .

'Jwr ., _

Subculture of Violence.
This phrase was coined by Marvin E.

Wolfgang and Franco Ferracutti and is dis-
cussed in the Brownmiller selection. It.,
suggests a subculture that resorts to violence
to solve probleins and vent frustrations and
locates it'in the loweLsocial classes. The idea
suggests that while 'the middle and upper
classes have the means to solve disputes and .

to soothe strained interpersonal relations in a
civilized manner, the lower classes do not. ..
Other scholars have questioned the validity of
this concept. Brownmiller attributes the high
rape rate to this subculture of violenv, since
the majority of rapes occur,in the 4heato com-
munity and arewommitted by-4S1 same per-,
sons. who resort to violence in other sylcial
situations. -

*A 1

1. According to Short, what did Lincoln Stephens reveal in his autobiography about creating
. "crime waves"?

2. What do victimization surveys indicate about the actual

.,

3. What'age group accounts for the highest proportion of arrests for violent crimes?
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4 What does Short conclude is the single most important source of police mobilization?

5. According to Waldorf, how do female heroin addicts most often support their habits?

6 What are some of the factors that Hunt claims are related to being victimized by a mugger?.

7 According to Miller, *hat are today's youth gangs most interested in?

8 Does Mi ller believe gang populations will increase or decrease 'luring the next decade? WhA
are the reasons for his predictions?

-. ..
,

..
9. According to Bayley, what are the chances of a person being murdered in'the United States

as compared with Japan?

10. Are court'sentences more severe in Japan or in the United States?

'11 What are some of the social controls, identified by Bayley, that limit the crime rate in Japan?
9

1"*.
12 According to Nelson, what has happened to women's involvement in property crimes in the

last decade?

13. According to Adler, are the women who are committing climes previously 'Considered
"masculine' part of the wo'mettsliyeration movement?

14. Which is the fastest rising of the big four of violent crimes?
4'

5. According to Amir's study, summarized by Brownmiller, are rapists more likely to,operate in
pairs or in groups or to operate' singly?

16. Where do most rapes occur, according to the survey by the task fOrce of theNational
AI Commission on the Cates and Prevention of Violence?

17. According to"the Tappan article, approximately what percent of the Convicted sex offenders ..,.. ,.,. ..,:i. 7 ,are dangerous?
:.., ...,

18. Do sex offenders'have a high or a ,low recidivism rate?
(

.
i 19, Accorilig to Davis, Why is the question of black self-esteem a factor ii) me? .

.
.

V'. . .
20. According to Morales, what is the impact o f increased police deployment on crime rtes?

N o. -4''-

.

.. ,
. ..!", . ... J A
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ESSAY ANDpI§CUSSION QUESTIONS'

1. Discuss the relationship- -between the changing social roles'of women in modern society and
evolving crime patterns.

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refer to Nelson's newspaper ar 1

a. What role changL are taking place in society?

b. What e ct might these changes have on womens behavior?

c. H will the criminal justice personnel who process female offenders be affected? \
efer td,Adler's article, "The Rise o f the Female Crook:"

a. glow do role changes affor&women greater opportunities to commit crimes?

b What is the relationship between the women's liberation movement and female criminality?

I

2. Discuss the importance of social factors in generating crime in the racial ghetto.

suggested Guidelines
4

. I'
1. Examine Pinkney's newspaper article. What does he mean when he says the connection rc

between race and crime is social? -:
=I../ 4

2. Refer to the selection from the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. What-are-
some Of the social conditions that help perpetuate crimieghetto?

3'. Compare Davis' interpretation of black crime to the previouslwo selections. Does he believe
blacks commit crimes solely to secure the material goods missing in the ghetto community or
asa reaction against racism.?

,r4

--e
".

3. Discuss official statistics should be used withextreme caution. To what extentare they
difficult to interp , can they result in harmful social consequences?. .

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refer te Skirt's newspaper article.

28'

0
a. What is the role of the press in creating crime waves?

b. DO official statistics accurately inddatethe true extent of crimein Arherica?

3
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-2. Refer to the Brow_nmill'er selection on rapists.

a. Hownany rapes go unreporte

ft,

b. Why is this important in attempting to provide an accurate picture of rapists and the
conditions of rape?

3. Examine Pinkney's newspaper article end the Morales selection on police deployment
practices ih Mexican-American communities.

a. How can racial Rrejudice affect arrest and conviction n rates?

b. How can the interpretation of crimi statistics result in a self,- fulfilling prophecy?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Miranda v. Arizona

Discretionary, ustice
Keilneth Culp Davis

Reflections on Two Models: American
Criminal Procedure
Abraham S. Goldstein

a

To understand

the moral aspects of theCrilril al law

the competingyhilosophies

the proper scope ofithe crintii

the problems arising from ov

f criminal punishment

el law

rcriminalization

. the importance of procedural rights in the Anglo- American legal system

the role`Of legal restraints 'on

the tension between theory a

the tensions thatexist belwe
defendants'

overnmental authority
r

d practice in the administration of justice'

n 'controlling crime and extending civil liberti6 to criminal

Criminal law is an important part of our This section#addressesthree related issues ,
-

First, it defines the bo dariek,o acceptable which criminatlaw and punishment should
social and political system fort reasons. in 'criminal law. (1) therinoral principles on

behavior in ,society:;An
,limitsoh tne.exercisi:(of go

-by.guaranteeing procedural.
If certain: behaVioriS,pkoSerib

'inal Jam-die-public :Is-servedr.n

secon Jilaces, rest' (2), the proper_ scOpof the criminal law;
ernin ntalipower ,and;(3) the manner iti which persons accused'

ot.hrealcing- the law should he dealt with in
y the tcriniinalyroceedings,
tice,-,thatlit

should not engage in it: Those whp do commit The Philosophy of Criminal-Law
the,iilegalactsfwill:bestil?ject to:punishment Gertrude Ezorsky summarizes the first} of
by the,state; though the State.doei not have`'`' these ,iSsues, ih her newspaper 'article titled
uithrldfed.diSCretion-toAunish i w hreaiers. "The,Philosophy. of Crirnin4,1.04`.h Whereas
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sociologigts and criminologists writing
in the previous sections were interested in
explaining observed facts about crime, phi-
losOpheiS of criminal law are concerned with
the moral principles that guide our conduct.°/
Unfortunately, these basic moral princiPieS
have seldom beer agreed upon. Curren*,
there are two dominant schools of philosophi:-
cal thought. The utilitarians emphasize the
role of deterrence and rehabilitation in crimi-
nal law because they believe the greatest good
for the greatest number of people will result.
The retributivists, on the other hand, contend
that utilitarian principles may lead to injustice
and that no person should ever be used prin-
cipally as a means td an end, as an example for
the rest of society.

In the Reader, Edwin H. Sutherland and
Donald R. CreSsey discuss the nature of the
criminal law by outlining the general charac-
teristics, or differentiae as they call therri, of
crime. The basic elements common to crime.
are transgression of a lawful statute with
inal intent and resultant harm. If there is no
criminal intent, because of such circumstances
as insanity, infancy, duress, and so on,' then
there-can bena crime.

After a criminal law haS been violated and a
person has been justly convicted, what should
be done with that person-riyhat punishment
should be inflicted? This question is debated
in tivatt ader selections. Nigel Walker, writ-
ing far England's Royal Commission on the
Penal System believes that a secular penal
system should not have retribution as an a'itn.
Though not a strict' utilitarian, Walker's pri-

"friary aim is to reduce the amount of crime in
society. To accomplish thiS end, he would use
thetriminal law to deter others frOm breaking
the law. He also advocates the use of reason-
able Ciarrectiv'e Of reformative measures ta.re-
duatelikelihood that an individual' offender
would continue to engaie in illegal behavior.

-:!I
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S. Lewis disagrees with Walker's theory
o punishment. Lewis'contends that the
humanitarian theory, as he calls ita kind of/
utilitarianismis not only potentially dan-
gerous, but also ignores an essential element
of the criminal lawjustice.

William 0. Hochkammer Jr. summarizes
the debate oyer capital punishmenta debate
that has been raging for over 150 years in the
United States. During that time both those\
who want to abolish capital punishment and \

those who want to, retain it have developed \
standard arguments on the central issues of
the controversy. Each side claims to base its
position on facts and hard statistical evidence;
yet facts and statistics are (Ken difficult to
interpret. Consequently, much ofthe debate
rests largely on opinion and personal values. -

Among the key issues of the capital punish-
ment controversy are deterrence, discrimina-
tion, and the protection of society.

The brief excerpt by Martin Luther King Jr.
shows the difficulty in applying either utilita-
rian or retributivist theories of punishment.
What would be the appropriate punishment
for someone like King, who certainly brake
the law? Should he be "rehabilitated"? Should
he be usedas an example so that others will
not commit the same offense? Perhaps the
most essential question is what. punishment
does he deserve .for violating unjust segrega-.
tionlaws?.Neither philoSOphy of punishment
is applicable to all types of offenders.

The iniits of-Criminal Law
John Kaplan's, newspaper article discusses

another type of offender--7those, involved in
"nonvictim" criminality. The common chara6.2.
teristic of this type'of crime is that those in-
volved consent to participation in theAllegal
activity. Thus, Kaplan prefers to call such of-
fenses consensual. crimes. Problems of. en-
forcement are commonplace because such. .

o.
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consensual crimes as prostitution, gambling,
and drug usage involve human weakness and
an economic incentive toward criminality. The
fact that there is a basic ambivalence toward
the offense by large segments of the popula-
tion exacerbates the problems of enforcement.
As a result, Kaplan believes, the social and
economic costs of such laws outweigh the
benefits to society.

Whereas Kaplan preSents a pragmatic anal-
- ysis of the proper scope of the criminal 'law,'

Jerome H. Skolnick's Reader article explores
some of the more theoretical aspects of the
problem. In "Coercion to Virtue," he revives
an old debateshould society attempt to reg-

' ulate priyate morality through the criminal
Jaw? The primary advocate of nonregulation is
John Stuart Mill, who contends that people
should, be allowed to do whatever they want,
as long as it does not harm others. Mill's main
opponent in this debate is Sir Patrick Devlin,
who holds that society has a right to protect
itself against the weakness and vice that often
accompany private immorality.

A specific case study of the problems of
regulating morality through law is presented
by John Kaplan in "MarijuanaThe :New,
Prohibition." Expanding on his newspaper
article Kaplan argues that the costs of, the
malijtiana laws outweigh the, benefits. Be-
cause the use of marijitana is so widespread
and is considered by so,many to be socially
acceptable behavior, prosecuting people who
use it will only lead to general disrespect for
the law. Furthermo, the marijuana laws
Make criminals out of a substantial.percentage
of the younger generation.

The laws making marijuana use, and sale
criminal acts are illustrative of a common oc-
currence in our society: When a certain form of
behavior is considered undesirable by large
segments of the population, a movement fre-
quently deyelops to make that behavior ille-
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gal. In his next-Reader selection, Skolnick
examines the sociological basis Of such move-
ments and .concludes that-they share a com-
mon feature: Those advocating criminal sanc-
tions feel socially threatened by what they
consider to be immoral behavior. This analysis
seems to apply equally well to the temperance
movement of the 1920s as well as to the early
1970s. Ultimately, a conflict in social norms
lies at the root of the debate about what forms
,of behavior should be governed by the-crimi-
nal law..,

On a purely philosophical levet, Herbert L.
Packer attempts to devise a general principle
by which society can decide which forms of
behavior should be,proscribed by the criminal
law. The rule he devises seems quitesimple:
The criminal law should not be concerned
with any behavior that is not generally consid-
ered immoral. If there is any significant social
dissent about a particular criminal statute, it
should be repealed.

Though Packer'sgeneral rule may sound
good in theory, it poses certain practical prob-.
lems, as described by Frank J. Remington.
Remington claims that there are no alterna-
tives to the criminal law capable AA dealing
with such behaYioras drunkenness, prostitu-
tion, and so on, and he discusses the ramifica-
tions if the criminal law were not involved.

;

CiVil Liberties and the CriminalrLaw
In his newspaper article, "Civil Liberties

and the Criminal Law," Judge Damon J. Keith
'addresses the final issue of this section: What
are the legal rights of persons accused ofvio -,
lating the criminal law? The criminal law is not
only designed ,,to make certain acts illegal, it,is
also supposed to protect the accused by, pro;,
viding procedural safeguards,These,protec-
tions are essential to individual liberties, ac-
cording to Keith. This theme is elaborated in
LiVingston Hall's article, "The Rights Of the

4')



to Accused in Criminal Cases," in which he dis-
aisses the histry and importance of pro-
cedural rights in maintaining a free society. He
asserts that procedural safeguards provide
known rules "limiting the authority and dis-

- L-"retilt,of men wielding the power of the
government."'

Though it is claimed that we live in a society
of law, criminal justice persoripg1 do not
always comply with the laws of the land.
Several Readef selections relate how law en-
forcement personnel actually nseor fail to
use - criminal procedural protections. First,
Skolnick discusses the routine operation of
the police in search and seizure cases. He
maintains' that' when constitutional safe-
guards Binder the apprehension of suspects,
the police do that they can to appear to' aim-
ply with the law, rather than allow the suspect
to get away. The selection from the famous

'KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

Miranda decision also describes some of the
abusive tactics used by law enforcement per-
sonnel to secure confessions from suspects.

The police are not alone in abusing official
discretion. Kenneth Culp, Davis finds that the
discretionary power of the American prose-
cutorotis much too, great. He is afraid that
unbridled prosecutorial discretion can lead to
significant improprieties.

Finally, Abraham S. Goldstein examines
the tensions between the theory, of due proc-
ess.of law and the daily practices employed to
control crime. He notes, that American crimi-
nal procedure has;become less accusatorial
and adversarial and more inquisitorial. He
concludes that neither the accusatorial nor the
inquisitorial system is inherently more effec-
tive in controlling crime or more fair in protect-

ing the rights of the accused.

a

Retributivist Philosophy'
of. Punishment

The retributivist philosophy is one of the
two prevailing theories about punishment
that dompateli American criminal Law, Ret-
ributivists believe that the aim of punishment
shoul tribution. C. S."Lewis represents
the r ributivis osition, stating that the se-.
verity of punishment should hehased'on What

- the offender deserves..Thig philosophy' con-
tends that an Offender should not be us `d to
set an example for thejest of the community,
for he would thereby be a means to an end
rather than an end in himself: It is, fuither
claimed that rehabilitation should not be fhe\
goal of punishment, for then the `offender
might not receive his just deserts. This?;-in
Lewis' opinion,. would be unjust, andjustice,
after all, is-the goal of the criminal law.

Utilitarian Philosophy of Punishment ,

The utilitarian philOsophy is the second of
the two dominant theories of punishment. For
utilitarians, all governthental policy should be
designed to promote the greatest good for the
greatest -number ol people. Applying this
general rule specifically to the aims of pun-'

..ishment, utilitariahs.feel, that both det rrence
and rehabilitation should be primary goals.
Deterrence will discourage other people from ,

committing illegal_ acts, while rehabilitation
will prevent the individual from repeating his
crimes. Although the utilitarian philosophy of , -
punishment could lead to injustices,, orsky ..

contends that one redeeming quality is that
the utilitarians at least support the,ad rable, ,

goal of minimizing the pains of punishment. .

e



Reductivism
By reductivism, Walker means that pun-

ishment should, function to reduce the fre-
quency of the types of behavior prohibited
by law. In other words, punitive, measures
should be designedto reduce the incidence of
criminal behavior in society. This is a type of
utilitarian thinking, and Walker advocates var-
ious deterrent and corrective measures to
bring about this;end.

The HuRanitarian Theory
of Punishkent w.

This theory, specifically mentioned by both
Walker and Lewis, is a type of utilitarianism.
As described by Walker, humanitarianism re-
fers to the "frugality" of punishmentmean-
ing that humanitarians would like to minimize
punishment. This theory was in part the basis
of many of the indeterminate sentencing laws
that were passed at the turn of this century.
Lewis notes, however, that there has in prac7
tice been no minimization of punishment.
Open-ended rehabilitative' sentences have
Often meant more punishment, not less. Since.
the 'punishment is based oh t e individual
needsof the offender, a p on w o commits a
relatively minor offense may remain in prison
miiCiplonger than he deserves. Lewis also
finds a flaWin the humanitarian theory, in that
it does not,sufficiently consider the ends of
justice. Justice, believesLewis, should not be

'ignored in any theory of punishment.

Mews iea
There are two hasic elements to crime: the

criminal act and-criminal intent, opmens rea. If
either tetheSe tWo,eleMents is :a4ent, there
can usually be 'no ,orime.-- Mens rea; literally
translated as the '.'guilty mind," is required
before, someone can be found guilty of com-

pitting a. Citing because our system of criminal
law is based on free will. Thus, if an act is

rF

committed against a person's will or in the
absence of his Will, then there is no crime.'
There are, however, certain conditions that
can negate criminal intent, such as insanity,
idiocy, infancy, and duress..

Strict Liabilitytrimes
Although amens rea is generally a requisite for

crime, there are some exceptions. The most
notable Sutherland...eiception, mentioned by Sutherland
and Cressey, is that category of offenses called
strict liability crimes. These are offenses for
which`; criminal intent need not be present in
order for there to be a crime. Strict liability
crimes are usually minor offenses, such as
traffic violations. For example, if you break the
law,by not stopping at a stop sign that you did
not notice, you are still held legally responsi-
ble for your action.

Maki in se, and,,,,ala prohibita
Traditionally, there are two classes of crimes

in Anglo-American law: mala in se and mala
prohibita.Mala in se crime_ s are those thafarf
inherently bad, such as murder, rape, rob- .

beg, kidnap, and the ,other common law
felonies.,Malaprokbita refers to crimes that are'
not,evil by their very nature, but havesimjily
been.rnade illegal by an act of a :legislature.
SktiiniCkinenflons in his Reader selection,
"Consensus,and Morals Legislltion,'lhat al-
most everyone agrees 'on what constitutes
mala in se offenses, There is, however, no such'

; agreement in a pluralistic society-over certain
mala prohibita offerisesA. such as nonvietiin
crimes, and.their inclusion, in the criminallaw.

Bill of Rights
The Bill,of Rjghts is made up of the first ten

amendments-tothe Constitution. It provides
certainpriyileges and protedions against goy-,
einrnental interference. Originally, the Bill of
Rights ,applied only to federal laW. 'After the



passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, hoW-
ever, the- Supreme Court determined that
these same rights would apply to state pro-
ceedings. This decisi4i,by the Supreme Court
has led to a great deatof controversy because
the federal government can now virtually dic-
tate the prop r rules of criminal procedure to
state official State governments often find
this power ntrusive and ,contend zthat the
Supreme Court should alldw local crinNal
justice officials to arrest and prosecute offen-
ders as they see fit.

Exclusionary Rule
-Pdlice have often abused their discretion in

obtaining evidence for trial. In order to ontrol
the excesses of police authority, the 5Zpreme
Court instituted the exclusionary rule, which
holds that unconstitutionally obtained, evi-
dence will be excluded from trial. For exam-
ple, elidence secured in an unconstitutional
search or seizure cannot be used in court.
Critics have claimed that the exclusionary rule

FACTUAL REVIEW QUESTIONS

hampers law enforcement offitia.ls in perform-
ing their duties and harms society by releasing
dangerous criminals simply because thepolice
exceeded their authority. Although these crit-
icisms may be valid, no other method has been
deyised to effectively reduce police mis-
behavior.

Writ of Habeas Corpus
The writ of habeas corpus (literally theans. . ,

"you have the body") originated centuries ago
in England when the king's government im-
prisoned political, opponents who had never
been convicted of a 'crime. To prevent this
abide of power, the writ of habeas corpus was
devised to force the, king's representatives to
,show 'under what authority the prisoner was
being held captive. Today, the writ of habeas
corpus ig used to- seek the release of unlaw-
fully imprisoned inmates. Persons confined in
jail or, prison ask the courftodetermine if
they have been imprisoned without due proc-
ess of law.

;

4.

1. According to Ezorskycyhat are the central principles of the "utilitarians': and the
"retributivists"? '

.ice Sv.-7A
2. What is Kant's "principle of humanity'?

3. What do Sutherland arid Cressey mean by "conduct"?

4. What are tg two major exceptions to the SeVeh'differentiae of crime?

5. According to Walker, what I'S "Montero's aim"?
..

6:: What does Walkern\ean by "reductivism"?

7.- What inference can be drawn from the statistics comparing the ninnbet, of females and'the
number of males executed between 1930 and 1962?
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8. What do available studies indicate about the deterrent effect of cpital punishmerkt?

. 9. Why does King feel it is justifiable to disobey certain laws?

10. What, according to King, do segregation liws do to the human personality?

11. Why does Kaplan prefer the term "consensual crimes" to "nonvictim crimes"?

12. Under what conditioni do consensual crimessionse the greatest problems for society?,

13. According to Kaplan, what are the prototypical nonvictim crimes of today?

14. According to Kaplan's Reader selection, how should the wisdom of the law be determined?

15. According to Kaplan, what accounts for most of the costs of enforcing the marijuana laws?

16. What are the issues in the Mill-Devlin debate, as summarized in Skolnick's
"Coercion to Virtue"?

!-

. ,
17. What does Packer mein by the "prudential limitation" on the criminal sanction?

.. .

18. According to Skolnick's second Reader selection, what is a "moral entrepreneur"?

19. What was the Supreme.Court's basic holding in the Miranda case?

20. As stated in the Miranda case, what did the Commission on Civil Rights (1961) discOver.
. . about police misbehavior? ,

. ... .

21. Are the modern practices of in-custody interrogation,psychologically or physically oriented"
''according to the Miranda cage?

,-
4 1, S

A r ,f4
,, . . ..

22.. What evidence doesDavis cite to contradict the assumption by American prosecutoiethat
their discretionary power must be uncontrolled? I

. .

23. What are Packer's two models of criminal procedure?

.

24. According to Goldstein, what model of the criminal process does Packeriot consider?

25. What is the chief characteristic of an inquisitorial system of criminaprocedure?,
. .

/.
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ESSAY AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the relative merits of the utilitarian and tetributivist philosophies of punish'ment.

Suggested Guidelines
i

1. Refer to Ezorsky's Bewspaper article. What are the basic tenets of each, philosophy?

2. Examine the Walker selection.

ha.S mid a modern penal system have a retributive aim?

b. What penal measures should properly be used to reduce the frequency of illegal
behavior?

3. Conkilt (article, "Thealigmanitarian Theory of Punishment." ttb

a. What da rs dues he see in this theory of punishment?

b. What is and should be, according to Lewis, the role of justice in any systein of
punishment?

Al

2. Discuss the difficulties in accurately definin t.h4 proper -scope pf the criminal law.
.3

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refer to Kaplan's newspaper article. HoW: do consensual crimes create ptoblems for law

enforcement? - -,
2: Analyze Skolnick's Reader selection "Coercion to yirtue." What arg the respective

positions of John Stuart Mill and Sit4Patrick ,

3. Referp Kaplan's Readei'Selection, "MarijuanaThe New Prohibition." How does he
,.:.,suggeit. the wisdom of hklawifeirieasured?

.4. Consult the Packer article '.What is his general rule for+s'ettingthe limits of the cat ranal
sanction?' . ...

. . ,
-5. _Look at Remingfon's article. How would he answer Packer? Who will deal with .

victirbless crimes if not,the criminal justice system? . .
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3. Iiisaiss the Conflicts that exist between the constitutional ideals of law designed to protect
criminal defendants and the everyday efforts to control crime by criminal justice personnel.

..
t Sunested GuidelineS .

, .

1. Refer to the newspaper article by Judge Keith and the Reader selection by Hall. Wbat are
the procedural safeguards guaranteed defendants by the Constitution?

2. Examine the Skolnick selection on search and seizure practices. Do the police actually
comply. with the constitutional requirements? Why? ..

3. According to the Miranda decision, what sorts of measures do police resort to in order to
secure confessions from criminal defendants? . .

)
-;. - P

4. Analote the Goldstein selection. What does he have to say about historicaVchanges in dur
country and their impact on procedural protections?

SUGGESTED READINGS

Articles. .
Hart, Henry M., Jr. "The Aims of the Criminal

Law." -Law and Contemporary. Problems 23
(1958), 401 -411.

Kadish, Sanford. 'The Crisis of Oveicrimi-
rfalization." TheAnnals.of the Nethricarr Acad-
enty;o0olitical and Social Science, November
Jj96J,157 =170. University Press,.1954.
orris, .Norval. "gimes Without Vittims: '

A, Schur, EdWin M. Crimes Without Victims; En-.The Law Is a Busybody." New York Times
glewOod Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965.

. -

Books

Duster, Troy. The Legislation of Morality. Net*
York:Tree Press, 1970.

Lewis, Anthony. Gideon's Trumpet New York:
Vintage Books, 1966.

,--

/ Pdund, Roscoe. An Introduction to the Phi-
Aosophy of Law. New Haven, Conn.: Yale

Magazine, April 1, 473, 4+.

Packer, Herbert L. "Two Models of the Crimy
nal Process." Univeriity of Pennsylvania La'w
Review 113 (1964), 1-68.

Smith, Alexargler B., and Harriet Pollack:.
"Less'.7 t More; Police, COuxts, Prisons."
Federal P obafieSeptember 1972'42-18.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To understand

the routirte practices and procedures in the administration of criminal justice -

O the organizational press>reiaffecting the behavior of criminal justice personnel

the influence of the socialsontext on the effectiveness of criminal justice

the use and abuse of official discretion in the criminal justice system

the tensions existing betw,een the ideals of law and the actual administration of justice.
.

OVERVIEW./

Criminal justice. personnel perform their
duties.under the authority of broad consti-
tutibnal principles and legal ideals. Yet their
routine behavior is seldom subject_t9 official
scrutiny jar to the rule of law. Inevitably, the
behiviot of those involved in administering
criminaOustice iSinflupnced by both organiza-
tionalAressttits and the social context in
which ey operate. These situational pres-
sures fre tiently prevent them from achieving
high Iega Ideals. The problem is partiCillarly
acute beca6 e of the broad discretion involved
at all 'stages of the criminal justice system,
front the polic officer who observes or inves=,
tigate§ a crime ough the Sentendng,judge
and parole board. s, there are many points
at.whichthese essures can
the kind of justice dispensed;

,

''''This section discusses some of theproblems
and prOcedures in the'acttial edit-U*440On of

. Criminal' juStice. The cOmponentsdf-the-sys,;_
temito be studied are the police, pretrial Olen-
tionand plea bargaining and sentencing..

_.., t-'

Police _

)eibineli. SioliliCkdisSUSSes the problems
of poking a free and'PlUralistic society in his

. newspaper itticle.ne traces the history.of the

police back to England, noting that most En-
glishMen were originally apprehensive about
initiating a municipal police force. The prob-
lem faced by England at that time is the same
problem facing America today.I-low can gov-
ernmental power be reconciled -with.
ual freedOm? Skolnick also mentions some of
the specific problems that have plagued the
police in America, such as the lack of commu-
nity sufikrt, the challenge of racial outbursts,

and thrili, crease in corruption that -has per-
:ineated police structure and organization.

The police corruption referred to by -Skbl-
-nick is further discussed in the interview with
former New York City Police Commisskar
'Patrick Mutphy: Murphy lames much of,
the police corruption, on .the.. organizational
make -nip of the police depar tirientistiChas the
enornibits discretion .enjoyed-,by each pa,

.trolman. fleconcludes that :one of theniajor
causes O,policesorruptionis,thejack ofiac-
countability within' the -police organization,

- thus ernphaSiling. one of Sli'olnicys- major
thetnes.ceF;''

Skolnick's' Reader _Selection,' Police
Behave the ,Way They 'bp,'";rnentiOns--several
impartani Characteristic's of the occupational.

,".:1310, Ofthe Officer. Expanding._ort



newspaper theme of police culture, Skolnick
notes that three factorsdanger, 4uthority,
and efficiencycombine to shape the world
N;iew/rthe police officer. His behavior is also
influenced by the way others react to him as a
police officer. A sense of isolation and suspi-
cion'of others seems to del, elop, along with an
overriding belief that he does not receive the
proper respect from the people he protects.

The relationship between the police and the
general public's perception about the police
can be viewed as a product of a particular
social contextthe values and patterns of the
society at large' The role of social context can
best be understood through a comparative
analysis of the police in the United States and

'elsewhere, an appfoach used by David H.
Bayley in "Forces of Order." He compares the
situation in Japan, where the police command
considerable respect and are viewed as
sources of authority, with that in the United
States, where that prestige is not shared.

Michael Serrill's Reader selection confirms
this difference by discussing the current
American attitudes toward the police. Though
many of the policeman's,perceptions about-
howlittrehe is appreciated by the public are
intangible, some concrete evidence is reported
bySerrill. He cites the examples of communi-
ties that dismiss' police officers rather than
raise the tax rate. Many officers are personally
Ifiset by such attitudes and feel increasingly
that is a thankless job.

. -
Pretrial Detention

Once a police officer has made an airesst;the
suspect is confronted with the system of pre-
trial detention, the second criminal justice
component to be dealt with in this section.

Caleb Foote, in his newspaper article, doc-
uments the inequalities in pretrial procedures.
Those persons who can afford to buy their
freedom through bail or bond are free to pre-

4

pare their defense against the charges. Indi-
gent defendants, on the other hand; must
remain in jail pending trial. Foote claims that
this inequality is a 'Oolation of the doctrine of
equal protection under the law, since freedom
under this system depends on one's economic
status rather than on his guilt or innocence.
Ronald Goldfarb also briefly discusses the dis-
criminatory aspects of the American bail
system.

One of the ironies of justice noted by Foote
is that if a person is found guilty, he maybe
sent to a more humane institution than that in
which he was confined prior to being found
guilty. The jails used for pretrial detention are
notoriously unpleasant places, as charac-,
terized by Goldfarb in his article, ,"The Ulti-
mate Ghetto."

The bondsman, who aids' the pretrial de-
tainee in purchasing his freedom, is discussed
by Paul B. Wice. Wice mentions the stereo-
typed images of bondsmen and finds them
incorrect, since he has encountered a varied
group of people practicing this profession.
Though many bondsmen are engaged in ille-
gal practices,, the primary concern 'of many of

...Ahem at this time is to survive the reform of the
bail system, which' would greatly reduce the
number of cases for which a bond has to be

.posted, thus -leaving many bail bondsmen
unemployed.

The story of the black judge in New York
City, mentioned in Foote's article, is discussed
hi more detail by Fred C. Shapiro in the
Reader-Judge Wright's case is interesting be-
cause it illustrates what happens to a person
who upholds the constitutional mandate not
to impose excessive bail. His practice of releas-
ing many defendants on their own recog-
nizance or on a small amount of bail drew
severe criticism from the police, the district
attorney, the press, and finally his fellow
judges. Yet, Wright insists he was merely

J
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trying to apply the Jaw in such a way astto
eliminate discriminationthe same kind
of discrimination discussed by Foote and
Goldfarb. In addition, Wright firmly, believes
that the bail system shdifid not be used for
preventive detention.

In his first RjOer selection, Alan M. Der-
showitz summarizes the controversy sur-
rept-lc:ling this issue of preventive detention.
Whether or not to release a potentially violent
offender pending trial is.one of the'most diffi-
cult decisions a judge has to make. Obviously,
he does not want violent criminals free to
commit more crimes. At the same time, he
does not want to punish anyone with impris:
onment before he is found guilty. This judicial
decision is made more difficult by the fact that
there are currently no adequate techniques to
predict the future behavior of pretrial
detainees.

Plea Bargaining and Sentencing
The sentencing process itself is so domi-

nated by the use of discretion that Det-
showitz, in his newspaper article, describes it
as lawless. There' are simply no sufficient
guidelines governing one of the most impor-
tant decisions in the criminal justice process.
This unbridleddiscretion can result in several
undesirable consequences, the most notable
of which is the enormous disparity in criminal
sentences. He concludes his article on a note
of optimism, asserting that, at least for' t e
time_being, criminal sentences will becom
more deteiminate and less discretionary.

Arthur Rosett and Donald Cressey in their
Reader article disctiss' one aspect of the...sen-
tencing process mentioned by DershoWitz
plea bargaining. They,, too, note that much
"justice". takes place behind theiscenes
through negotiations, and that plea bargain-
ing is a visible symbol of discretionary justice
in America; But they ,conclude, contrary to

11'

several governmental commissions, that abO1-
ishing plea bargaining would do more harm
than good.

A case study, ',Justice in Philadelphia," is
reported by James Steele and Donald Barlett.
It is an empirical study of the effects of diScre
tion on the sentencing process. They found
that there is substantial disparity in sentenc-

-e ing, as well as outright racial discrimination.
Though there are several factors they blame
for this situation, at its core is the excessive

-discretion given to judges.
Judge Marvin E. Frankel also diAcusses the--

broad discretion placed in the harids ofAmeri- .

can judges in the sentencing process. Sentenc-
ing laws are so open-ended that Frankel calls
them "law without order." He feels that for a
society that claims to beoverned by laws and
not men, this unbridled _discretion is intolera-
ble. It leads to a "wild array of sentencing
judgments," which, of course, results in
injustice.

In the final selection, Dershowitz presents
an aVerview of the history of criminal`
sentencing in,this country. America's earliest--

'sentencing procedures were banishment and-
punishment, both, corporal and capital The
philosophy of punishment then shifted to the
rehabilitatiom of the offender and the use of
the indeterminate sentence. We are now wit-
nessing a loss of faith in the rehabilitative ideal
and.a return. to a deterministic model of sen-
tencing, that would Whit the = authority and
discretion of the,judge apd the parole board.
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KEY-CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

Sting Operations
The police have never been particularly suc-

cessful in apprehending street criminals and
thieves. The arrest rate of street criminals
represents a small percentage of the total
number involved in street crimes. Recently,
however, the police have employed tactics
that have been more fruitful. With the aid of
the Law Enforcement Assistanc Administra-
tion (LEAA), loCal law enforce ent agencies
have engaged in undercover perations in
which police officers pose as ' fences" who
buy stolen property-41nd other4krgaIly ob-
tained goods from street, criminals. The
undercover officers videotape the transactions
with the criminals so that there is documented
proof of the crime. This ,.sort of evidence
proves more convincing than the memory of
the arresting officer in a regular street arrest.
When sufficient evidence has been -gathered
to secure a. large number of coilyictions, the
undercover officers reveal their identities and
"sting" (arrest) the offenders.

Police_MalpzactkeL_
A variety of misconduct is included in the

concept of police malpractice. ome forms,
such as corruption, are motivat d by a desire
for personal gain' . Other forms i clude exces-
sive use of force, perjury, illegalsearches and
seizures, entrapment, and the planting of evi-
dence. These often result from police cul-
turefeelings of group loyalty-Lor from the
desire to appear efficient or to establish

rtzthority. So times, as Skolnick Pointed out i
the last section, police malpractice results
from confusit about the actual status of the
law, as interp ted by the courts
, . .

,Civilianization
Because of the high costs of training and

.
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-employing uniformed police officers, 'many
citie,s are using civilians to perform many of
the tasks formerly handled by the police. Jobs
currently being held by civilians range from
"meter maids" and traffic directors to tele-
phone operators and dispatchers. Civilianiza-
don has gedeolly been unpopular with police
officers, who do not feel that civilians can
handle the jobstadequately and who feel their
own jobs threatened.

Release on Own Recognizance (OR)
As Foote discussed in his newspaper article,

the bail system in the United States discrimi-
rges on economic grounds. People with
money can buy their freedomp,opost bail;
before trial: while, those" without sufficient
funds must remain in jail. Bechause of the obvi-
ous discriminatory nature of the bail system,
there have been efforts at -reform. One of the
first attempts was started in 1961 by the Vera
Institute of New York. Called the Manhattan
Bail Project, its function was to gather social

. background information on pretrial detainees
to convince the court that many of these per-
sons could be set free without bail and would
appear at the designated time for trial. The
project volunteers developed a set of standard
criteria based on a point system, which would
allow those with the required number of
points to be released without bail, that is,
released on their own recognizance (OR). The
courts were generally cooperative, and the
results showed that, in general, people re-
leasedOn their own recognizance did not flee
from prosecution with any greater frequency
than did those: released on bail. Since the
project was completed, many cities across the
country have instituted OR projects fo release
indigent defendants who are.considered good
risks. In addition, the Bail Reform Act or1:966
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provides for such release for most persons
accused of federal crimes.

*opt

Preventive Detention
It is a basic principle Of American law thatno

person Mould be punished by confinement
(or any Other means) unless helias been found
guilty of violating a criminal statute. There
are, however, conditions under which some
people in this country can be involuntarily
confined though they have never been con-
victed of a crime. Mental patients,-for exam-
ple, can be detained for "treatment" in a
mental institution, and persons awaiting trial
who cannot post the necessary ,fond must
remain in jail. The newest form of confine-
ment before conviction is preventive deten-
tion, whichls the involuntary incar ation of
a person on the assumktion that he
commit a crime if released from custody. Pre-
ventive detention rests on thcassumption that
there are means to predict accurately who will
or will not commit crimes if set free. There,are,
as Dershowitz points out, no such techniques.

The bail system has frequently functioned
in the past as an informal (and illegal) system
of preventive detention whenever the judge
,set bail at a levgl he knew that_the'clefendant
could not meet:More recently, there have
been direct efforts by various legislatures to
pass preventiYe detention laws to make such
confinement legal. If thatsames to pass, the
courts will inevitably detain 13ersons who are
innocent of any crimes charged against them
aal who would not have committed, new.
crImes if set free. According 115 our basic prin-
ciples of criminal punishment, this Nouldw
amount to a grave injustiCe.

O

Plea Bargaining
On television orin the movies, most crimi-

nal cases climax in a trial involving articulate
attorneys arguing' their cases in front of a jury.

In actuality, this happens rarely in the Ameri-
can system of Criminal justice. Mbst criminal
cases do not go to trial at all but are plea
bargained. Plea bargaining is the process
through which a defendant agrees to plead
guilty in exchange for certain concessions
from the prosecutor. Depending on the sen-
tencing structure of the jurisdiction, there are
a variety of things the prosecution and de-
fenze, attorneys can bargain over, such as the
nature or number Of the charges or the length
andquality of incarceration.

It is claimed that plea bargaining benefits all
concerned. The defendant gets a lighter sen-
tence than he might otherwise expect, the
district attorney secures another conviction,
and the courtuare not overburdened with
cases. Others feel that plea bargaining is det-
rimental to the entire system of criminal jus-
tice because defendants relinquish their con-
stitutional rights to a jury. rial, and, therefore,
the community does not receiye, the justice it
deserves.

'Indeterminate Sentence
Before the turn of the century, a judge could

sentence. an offender td prison only for a pe-
riod of time specified by statute. With the
exception of good-time credits or a possible
pardon, the prisoner knew that he would be
incarcerated for the amount of time desig-
nated by the judge. This type of:sentencing
structure is called determinate sentencing be-
cadse the time in prison is determined by the'
judge in court.

.

With the rise of the rehabilitative ideal, pris--
ons became places where offenders were to be
reformed rather than punished. It was as-

howeifert, that some iiurialesI;trould be
'rehabilitated faster than others, and, that the
judge could not possibly know how long this
process would take. Sentencing would have
to be individualized to fit the ,needs of the

T.
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criminal. An indeterminate sentencing struc-
ture evolved in which the judge merely sen-
tenced the offender to prison and let an
administrative board, such as a par-oleboard,_
determine the exact length of the prisoner's
confinement. With such a system, the offend-
er was at the mercy of the parole board. This
uncertainty about the amount of time to be
served is blamed for a great deal of the in-
mates' anxiety because so much discretionary
power rested in the hands of theparole.board,
The:indeterminate sentence and the way it
was administered may have also contributed
to the prison unrest that has occurred over
the-last decade. For these reasons, we are ni5w
witnessing the demise of thelndeterminate
sentence and a return to determinate
sentencing.

,

Mandatory Minimum Sentencing and
Plat..-Time Sentencing -

A number ofieforms aimed at correcting the
Wide- disparity in criminal sentencing are
currently under consideration by state legis-
latures and Congress. These include manda-
tory MinimUm -sentencing and flat-time sen-
tencing: Under mandatory minimum sentenc-
ing, a judge is required to impose. a certain

becomes the presumptive sentence for this
crime, that is, there is a presumption that this
sentence will automatically be given under
similar circumstances. Any departure from
the presumptive sentence rhust be 'justified in
writing by the sentencing judge and can au-
tomatically be appealed.,

,minimum sentence for a specific offense, thus
reducing somewhat judicial discretion. Under,
flat-time,sentencing, the judge retains discre-
tion timpose sentence from a wide-range of
alternatives, but the parole board.cannot re-

, lease the inmate before the expiration of his
term (less-timesifffor-good behavior).

. ,

Presumptive Sentencing
,Another. approach toward more _caterilii=

nate sentencing is presumptive, sentencing. .

Under this approach, the legislature deter-
min8 what it considers an approlxiate sen-
tence

.
tence for a "fypicar.first 6ffenderfora "typi-
cal" instance' Of 'a crime. This sentence then.
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FACTUAL REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Approximately When was the first formal police department instituted in an
'English-speaking country?

2. How could one distinguish the early British police from the army?

3. Approximately what percent of the patrolman's time is spent on Crime-related activities?

4. According to the Skolnick newspaper article, what is the difference between police
corruption and malpractice?

5. What was the principal finding of the Knapp Commission in 1972?

6. What did Murphy view as the basic cause of police corruption when he became police
commissioner of New York City?

7. Why have "sting" operations been highly praised by many people?

8. According to Skolnick, what three job-related factors shape the police officer's behavior?

9. According to Bayley, why is it important to study the experiences of foreign police
departments?

16. Whatdoes Bayley believe is'the greatest impediment to change in the American police?

11. According to Serrill, what are two accomplishments of the civilian- planners and analysts-
now-assisting police departments?-

12. According to Foote, what is the usual effect on sentencingif any;of the detentionof a
defendant because of inability to post bail?

13. What does Goldfarb claim is the predominant compositiOn of the jail population and what
percent of the inmates are pjetrial detainees?

14. According to Goldfarb, what is theonly lawful purpose for bail?
44!

441,:

15. What percent Of arrestees held in jail were never convicted of a crime, according to a study;
quoted by Goldfarb?

16. FlOw.did theLAmerican bail system develop?

"."
5§_
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-1' 17. What is the role of the bail bondsman?

18. What is Judge' Wright's view on preventive detention?

19. What does Dershowitz claim is the most widespread form of preventive detention in the
Unite &States?

20. What does Dershowitz mean by "preventive arrest"?

21. According to the study reported by Steele and Barlett, what are the two kinds of justice in
, .. Philadelphia? .

.
22. According to Dershowitz, what were the primary mechanisms of sentencing in the

colonial period?

23. s the tele of Zebu km R. Brockway in the history of sentencing?

24. What is the dominant senteincing structure in the United States today?

25. What are the three sentencing Models described by Dershowitz in the last Readeqelection?

ESSAY AND DISCUSSION QUESTIbNS

1. How do oiga' nizational pressures and social conte t i uence police behavior?
...

`SUggested Guidelines
I. ReNC714Skolnick's newspaper article.

a. What are some of the differences between the American and British police experiences?

b. Ho' w does "police culture" affeCt police behav ior?
\ .

2,0,Examine the interview with former police commissioner Murphy. How did the lack of
.s.----"--- organizational accountability affect police corruption? *

. - 3. Review the Reader selection by Skolnick. How doeS the social situation in which thep.olice
ir,"

officer must workinfluence his view' of the world? -.
,

4 Refer to Bayley's'Reader selection. How does the'difference in social context between.
Japan and the Upited States account for their differing police institutions? .'

. ,.
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2. -Discuss the effects of official discretion pn the dispensation of justice in America.

Suggested Guidelines
1. Refer to Skolnick's newspaper article on the police.

a. Why do the police departments employ considerable discretion?

b. In what ways do the police use their discretion?

2. Review the article by Davis in Section Four. In his view, how does the discretion exercised
by prosecutors affect justice?

3. Review the newspaper article on sentencing by Dershowitz.

a. Why does he say the process of imposing sentence is essentially lawless?

b. What evidence does he present concerning disparity in sentences?

4. Refer to the Reader selections by Frankerand Steele and Barlett. What data do they offer
concerning the misuse of judicial discretion?

3. To what extent is the ideal of "equal justice under the law" achieved in the everyday
administration of justice in America?

Suggested Guidelines

2. Examine the Reader selections by Goldfarb and Shapiro. What do these authors indicate

1. Refer to Foote's newspapearticle, "Pietrial Detention.'_' What does he think should be the
ideal of equal justice in pretrial release procedurd? .,

-about the actual practice of setting bailand pretrial detentiOn?
..

3. Consult the Reader selection by Steele and Barlett.

\<° a: ACCniding to them, is equal justice being dispensed in Philadelphia?

I5. What characteristics of defendants seem to important in the sentencing process?
4. Review Dershowitz's newspaper article on sentencing.What dOes he say about

discrimination in the sentencing process?

60,
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

o

READER SELECTIONS

O

13. Punishment: AHistorical Perspeclive A Look at Prison History
David J. Rothman Thorsten Se llin

Correction in-the Eighteenth Century
David J. Rothman

On the Penitentiary System in the
United States
Gustavede BeaumoRkand
Alexis de Tocqueville

The Evolution of the New York Prison System
New York State Special Commission
on Attica

14. The Prison Community Inmate Society
John Irwin Richard McCleery

The Felon
John Irwin

.

War Behind Walls
Edward Bunker

The Forgotten Offender: The *mail in
Prison
Rita James Simon

15. The Future of Punishment What Works? Questions and Answers About
Sheldon L. Messinger Prison Reform

Robert Martinson

Of Prisons, Asylums, and Other Decaying
Institutions
David J. Rothman
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Prison Population Hits All-Time High
Corrections Magazine
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New Broom on the Cellblock
JO-1 M. Baer

Directions for Corrections
Leslie T. Wilkins

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To understand
,

the role of punishment in American society'

the hiStoricalOrigins of current methods of Punishment .

Ej- the range of penal measures used to control crime

'ssip the transformation of the inmate social system
0

the current state of American prisons

:the- future trends in purtishmerit

the role of valutesin choosing penal measures

,OVERVIEW

V

.17

Methods and philosophies of punishment
have changed drastiCally over the course of.

rn'erican history. Many of the penal meat-
sures baize been replaced by methods that ,

bear' little resemblance to those of earlier
times' This last section deals with the culmina-
tion of the crime and criminal justice prbc-
essthe punishment of the offender. It will'
trace the history, of punishment, examine, the

yrison community, and speculate about the
future Of, yunishment.

Ptinisliteat
David`" J. kothinan's newspaper. article,

"Punishment: A kistorical Perspective," Out-
lines the penal measures used in America
from'colOnial times to the piesent: In the Colo-

Mal period, 'penal f0easnres were charac-
terized by a lack of mid-range punishments,
With either minor or extreme sanctions em-
ployed to control criminal behavior. With the
rise of the rehabilitative ideal, incarceration
was introduced into Anierican.society.

Though its proponents were optimistic
about its reformative pAers, incarceration
did not, fulfill early expectations. Instead,
prisons became brutal and counterproductive
institutions. Disillusioned with rehabilitation,
many. reforMers are C44-rently4aiocating a'
return to simple; direct punishment through
the-use. -of short but deterMihate sentences.
Though Rothman does.notspeculate about
what punishments will wOrgin the future, his,
historical analysis shows that there have been
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alternatives to incarceration. It also grants us
an Inportunity to examine our values and the
manner in which they should be expressed in
terms of pUnishment.

Thorste_nSel "n, in "A Look atPrison His-
tory," traces e origins of punishment and
incarceration to an even earlier period. Sellin
states that most of our penal measures, includ-
ing incarceration, were originally used on
slaves. Most members of thk upper classes
settled their grievances with personal feuds
and economic compensation. Since slaves
could not pay for their crimes, they were suib-
jected to a variety of harsh punishments.

_Gradually, slave punishments were extended
by law to apply to all persons. Though all
citizens are guaranteed equal justice under the
law, it is apparent that to this day th re are two
systems of justice in the United Stat s: the civil
courts for most white-collar an corporate
criminals, and the criminal cpur and prison
for the lowest classes in society.

Rothman elaborates his ideas about pun-
ishment in colonial America in his Reader
selection. Imprisonment was not used ex-
tensively during that period, except for per-
sons aivaiting trial. Many penal measures
were direct and often harsh, such as whipping'
and branding. Banishment was alSo used,
with the purpose of isolating the community
from immoral people.

When incarceration was first used as pun-
.;
ishment in. the United States, the results
seemed encouraging. People from other coun-
tries came to study it and explore the possibil-
ity of establishing similar prisons in.their own
countries. Such was the case with Gustave de
Beaumont and Alexis de Tocqueville, who
came. from France in the early 1830s to study
the American prisbn system. In their Reader
selection, they describe the two prison sys-
terns they found heretheAuburn and the
Pennsylvania systems, both aimed at reform-

ing the inmatesand the benefits and the
liabilies of each

Of these two prison systems, the Auburn
model has survived, though contemporary
prisons resemble the original primarily in
terms of structure. The4Reader selection on
Attica, an institution that is an example of the
Auburn system of the early 1800s, describes
the development of the New York prison sys-
tem and emphasizes how limited the changes
in the prison system have been compared to
the radical changes in the social world.'

56

The Prison Community
Not only,hasi the ideology of punishment .

changed over pe years, but the activities of
the prison community have changed as'well.
John Irwin /discusses this evolution in his
newspaper article, "The Prison Community."
He relates/ how the inmate culture originally
developed and describes the expectations
placed 9E1 the inmates to cooperate, do their
own tirne, and follow the inmate code.

In the post-World War II period, the inmate
cultuye has taken two different identities. At
Brit/ revolutionary activities became increas-
ingly popular through the 1960s. Vost re-
cehtly, the inmate culttire has been divided
into subcultures based Primarily on racial

rounds, which has frequently resulted in in-
tense racial conflict.S.

1' The Reader selection by Richard McCleery
outlines the values of the inmate social system
inside the type of prison called the "big
house." This system was basedzpiarily on
the coercive power of_the toughest inmates as
well as the guards. One of the basic tenets of
this code was to do one's own time without
engaging in conduct- that would incur the
wrath of the prison guards. .

In his Reader selection from The Felon, John
Irwin expands his views, on the decline of
rehabilitation. Specifically referring to the



California prison system, she describes how
inmate attitudes have shifted from a feeling of
optimism to one of disillusionment about re-
habilitation. Not only is there a sense of
injustice among the inmates because the inde-
terminate sentence results in sentencing dis-
parity, but there is little or no evidence of
effective treatment, educational improve-
ment, or vocational training:

Edward Bunker provides the most recent
glimpse of the "war behind walls." His is a
vivid description of the racial tensions and
potential violence in America's prisons today.

Such tensions have kept men's prisons in
the public eye. The woman inmate, however,
has become "the forgotten offender," accord-
ing to Rita James Simon's article. Since there
are relatively few women sent to prison and
those imprisoned cause considerably fewer
problems than male inmates, they have been
largely neglected by criminologists, the press,
and the general public. Simon discusses sev-
eral important and complex issues concerning
the future oi women in prison. Should they
haye access to the same programs as male
prisoners? Should they be subject to the same
degree of punishment for comparable crimes?
Simon would like to see more equality between
the sexes in prison, particularly in terms
of moike vocational training programs% for

.women.

The Future of Punishment
Sheldon L. Messinger's newspaper article,

"The Future of Punishment," summarizes the
Most recent trends. He points out that there
are a wide variety of sanctioning alternatives
available iii the United States, and he, predicts
there will be changes in both the nature and
extent of punishment. First, there will be more
offenders under some form of state surveil-
lance,-p marily through the use of diversion
pro ms. At the same time, there will be

conventional punishment for a larger propor-
tion of offenders. With less emphasis placed

Neon rehabilitation and with the rise of the
determinate sentence, more offenders will
be subject to some form of imprisonment,
though probably for shoiter periods of time.
Messinger co eludes that the new penal mea-
sures will be Ss nasublesome as those that hake
been tried in the past. -

Robert Martinson attempts to answer the
question "what works?" in his Reader selec-
tion, He comes to the depressing conclusion
that the years of effort to rehabilitate prison-
ers have produced few successes nothing
seems to work to reduce the recidivism rate.
He suggests that we think about changing the
goal of punishment to deterrence, though he
acknowledges that not much is known about
its effectiveness.

The population trends in America's penal
institutions are currently being debated by.
experts. Some people believe that we will
Witness a period of decarceration in which
fewer people will be placed in massive state
penal institutions. David Rothma'n is of this

_

belief. *In his Reader selection, "Of Prisons,
Asylums, and 'Other Decaying Institutions,'
he maintains that we, as a society,.are reject-
ing incarceration as a viable penal measure. -
He further recommends that this deinstitu-
tionalization continue, since prisons are inef--
feCtive, costly, and inhumane.

Others claini4hat the prison pop ulation will
increase in the future. The statistics from the
Corrections Magazine survey, reprinted in the
Reader, seem to support this view. ,

The article by John M. Baer discusses they
poSsible directions of juvenile justice, as he
de.scribes the debate in juvenile corrections
about the extent to which decarceration
should take place. The focus of Baer's article is
Jerome Miller, a proponent of decarceration.
Miller, as fhe head of juvenile corrections in

°
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several states, has closed down many large
juvenile institutions. His actions have aroused
controversy because, while he an/ants to re-
move juveniles from institutions, others feel
that today's youth are becoming increasingly
violent and should be treated more like adults.
.;& Leslie T. Wilkins' article concludes the read-

4.-2:

KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

0

ings on the future of punishment. Despite
what others have said about the decline of
penal institutions, Wilkins maintains that
some form of prison will be needed in the
United States for a long time to punish law-
breakers and to separate dangerous offenders
from the rest of society.

Rehabilitation (see also R. 6)
Rothman points out in his newspaper article

that our forefathers relied primarily on pun-
ishment (Corporal and capital) and banish-
ment to rid their communities of crime and
deviance. Crime was viewed in moral terms,
and punishments were prescribed to corre-
spond to the wrongfulness of the act. In the
1800s, the philosophy of punishment changed
and crime was considered a -regult of.faulty
social organization. The inmate could be re-
habilitated by isolating him from corrupt in-
fluencls) and instilling proper habits. In the
twentieth century, crime was increasingly re-
garded as a disease to be cured. One result of
this philosophy was the indeterminate sen-
tence, which was devised because all crimi-
nals would certainly not be "cured" in the
same length of time.

Over the last century, numerous attempts
have been made to rehabilitate offenders
through various' programs. According to the
Martinson article, however, rehabilitation has
failed both in the opinion of the offenders
and by any scientific evaluation. At this point,
ths,age of rehabilitation appears to be almost
over. Most prison systems will probably' de-
emphasize rehabilitation, and the offender
will be sentenced to a relatively standard pe-
riod of time, depending on the gravity of his
offense. Treatment and vocational programs

.4

will probably also be offered to inmates on a
voluntary basis.

Penitentiary , .

Prisons and jails as we know them today
have not always existed. In colonial times
there were no prisons at all, and jails were

`used only for pretrial detention, not for pun-
ishing persons convicted of grin*. In conjunc-
tion with the efforts to rehabilitate offenders,
large -scale institutions were' erected because it
was felt that crime was caused by 0 bad envi-
ronnient. If criminals were placed in a. good,
controlled enviroriment, they could then be
reformed. -

The penal institutions were first labeled
penitentiaries because the inmates were sup-

, _posed to do penance there. Gradually,.,two
systems of penitentiaries developed in the
early .1800sthe Aub n and the Pennsyl-
vania systems. Even y, the Pennsylvania
system became extinct, and the Auburn sys-
tem was adopted throughout the .country..
Most of the large American prisons today re-
semble the early nineteenth-century Auburn
model, including the Attica facility in Neiv
York, which was bvilt some 13Q years after the.original.' 0 ..

Community Corrections
.4 Recently, there has been a growing interest

O 67
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in reducing or replacing the large-scale penal
institutions. This rno% ement for deinsfitution-
alization is based on the assurnktion that re-
habilitation does not work and that the more
time prisoners spend in prison, the more "in-
stitutionalized" they become, making it in-
creasingly difficult for them to function in the
outside world. The corollary to this is that
prisoners (and mental patients) would bene-
fit, in terms of treatment and socialization, if
they remained in the community during their.
sentence. There is increasing emphasis on cor- .
rectional programs that exist in the commu-
nity rather than in large-scale institutions.

Diversion
One of the recent de% elopments in the crim-

inal justice systernis diversion, which means
removing offenders from the criminal or
juvenile justice .systems and placing them
under' a less restricti%e form of supervision.
Defendants are diverted at the early stages of
the criminal justice system before they are
found guilty of any offense. The theory be-
hind diversion is that when people:become
involved in the criminal justice system, they
are stigmatized and labeled by others. Grad-
ually, they take on a criminal ;Identity" and
continue to pursue their "criminal careers!' It
is felt that if minor offenders did not enter the
criminal justice system in the first place, their
law breaking in the future might be avoided:

Another reason for the increased use of
di% ersion is economic. Courts and correctional
programs are very expensive and are currently ._,-
o%ercrowded. In theory, the number of cases
being handled by the courts. should decrease
if the diversion programs are more fully
utilized.. This expectation has not been fulfil-
led. At present, the courts are handling the

, .
same groups of people as previouslyt while
the diversion programs are altending to minor /
violatois who would never have been in-

Ja
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%oh ed in the criminal qr ju% enile justice sy s-
tems if the di% ersion programs had not
existed. That is why. Messinger claims that a
larger per;:entage of the American pomilation
will be under some form of state surillance
irithe future.

Probation and Parole
Probation and parole are both aspects of the

corrections segments of the criminal justice
sy stem. In general, probation refers to a form
of super% ision that takes place if the defendant
does not go to prison. Instead he periodically
sees a probation officer who is supposed to
help him solve his personal and economic
problems and keep him from committing an-
other offense. In most jurisdiction's, parole
refers to the supervision of a offe4ler after he
gets out of pfison. At that me the parole
officer is to provide thesarne s rt of super i-
sion as the probation officer. should be
noted, however, that in some j risdictions
these general terms have different eanings.
In the reading selection about Judg Wright,
for example, granting pretrial release n one's
own recognizance is called parole.

Recidivism (see also p, 7)
.

..Recidivism is the commission of a new
crime by sdtneone who has previously, com-
mitted a crime. The recidivism rate, then, is
the number or,percent.vf offenders who com-
mit new offenses after their release from some
correctional program. The recidivism rate has
been used as a general measure of the effec-
tiveness ortifious correctional programs. As
was pointed out in the Marti,rtson article, the
recidivism rite has remained high no matter
what prograins have been

-;
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FACTUAL REVIEW dUESTIONS.

1. According to Rothman, on what methods of punishment did our forefathers rely?

2. What purpose did jails serve during the colonial patd?

3. What ambitions did the Jacksopian reformers share?

4. What did the Progressives try to do to the prison environment?

5. What did the new generation oliprison reformers begin to do in tie mid-1960s?

ci6. According to the Se llin selecti, n, what were the origins of the prison system?
...

7. What did Beccaria claim'shoulcl be the aim of punishment?
a

8. What were the avo types of prison systems inthe 1830s?

9. What did the two systems hav in common and how did they differ?

10. How did de Beaumont and de Tocqueville feel about theintroduction of labor into prison?

11. According to the Reader selection about Attica, what did the National Prison Association
declare to tie the purpose of penal treatment in 1870?

- -
12. When did Attica open?

13. According to theirwin newspa er article, what type of prison is the "big house"?

14. AccOrding to,Irwin, where do minalS 17rn aboutcrime?

15. What discrOancy in priscins h s produced a sense of rage and injustice on the
part of inmates?

16. How does Ifwiti suggest we in ease deterrence and reduce turmoil in prisons?

17. According to McCleery, what is a general goal of inmates?,,
' .

18. 'How does a new itimate gain aTeptance into a protective piirnary group?

19. According to the Irwin Reader seleCtion, wh-at is the attitude offelons toward
treatment prograins
o
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20. What were some of the factors, cited by Irwin, that resulted in disillusionment with
rehabilitation?

21. According to Simon, do women's prison; or men's prisons offer a wider variety of vocational
training programs?

22. Appro'ximately, what percent of the people sent to a federal or a state prison in-1971
were women?

23. For what types of offenses-clo-womerrseem-to-receire preferential-treatment?

24. According to the Messinger article, what might, be the outcome of thenfove toward "just
deserts" in sentencing?

, . -10.

25. A0ording to the Reader selection by Martinson, what has been the effect of rehabilitation
programs? ;

'ESSAY AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS .

1. Discuss the evolution of punishment from sixth-century Europe to present-day America.
Wh es have taken place and what were thesources of those changes?

Suggested uidelines
1. Refer to the Reader selection Jay Sellin. To whom' did the common punishments

originally apply? 7

2. Exainineahe newspaper article by Rothrrian.
.

a. How has punishment changed in the United States since colonial times?

b. Wh'at led to the ideology Of rehabilitation?

3. Consult.the Reader selection by deBeaumont and de Tocqueville. What two prison
systems arose in the beginningOf the nineteenth century?/ o

Refer.,to the Reader selection on Attica. What are the similarities between Attica and the
riginal Auburn model?. '



2. How has the prison community changed from the-days of the "big house" to its
current state?

Sqggested Guidelines
Refer to the Irwin newspaper article for an outline of the evolution athe prison
community.'

2. Review M'cCleery's Reader selection for'a description of the type of prison Irwin calls ttie,
"big house:"

a. On what basis did interpersonal relations rest in this type of prison?

b. What were some of the cardinal principles of the inmate code?

.3. Consult Irwin's Reader selection. In what way have inmate attitudes toward, ehabilitation
changed? -

4. Refer to Blinker's article, "War Behind Walls;" fora desc ription of current- prison
conditions. What does he imply about racial tensions and violence?

3. What does the future hold for punishment in America ? -'

Suggested Guidelines
Review Messinger's newspaper article.

a. What does he say about the complementary trends of punishment?

b. What will result from the move toward "just desdits"?

2. Refer to Martinson's.Reader selection.

a. What does he say about the effectiveness of rehabilitation?
,,, , 2-, .Z

b. -Whatdoeslie-recoMmend ..1- --- -,_ ' ,...,!.

3. Compare the Reader selection by Rothman with the survey from Corrections Magazine. Will_
there be more or less penal incarceration in the future?

4. 'Examine the Reader Selection by Wilkins. Does he feel that prisons will be with us for a
.long time? Why? .-

-
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